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from its readers. We always need news
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and factual articles on every aspect of high-and lowtemperature
geothermal
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and worldwide,
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Possible topics include environmental
safeguards,
exploration,
geology, reservoir engineering,
research
and development, power plants, legislation and regulafion, conference notices, and news about new publications, maps, and videotapes.

Hawaii to issue 500-megawatt
1989. Page 72.

geotherma!

RFP in May

• You can call me with a story or send in an article.
Howlong should an article be? Most run between 1 and
5 double-spaced,
typewritten pages. (Longer ones are
used on occasion,) Photographs
are always helpful.
Black and white photos are preferable, but color photos
often reproduce
quite well. I will copy and return all
photos that you send. Our graphic artist will make line
drawings

from your sketches.

The IDB makes geothermal

plans. Page 76.

I look forward to hearing from you. And, please make
sure I'm on your company's press release mailing llst.

Editor
i_iii_iiii!i:i!
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The greenhouse

effect and geothermal

energy. Page 84.
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IN

MEMORIAM

Barkman
1897-

C. McCabe
1988

On October 24, 1988, Barkman C. McCabe passed
away in Los Angeles, California, after a short
fllness. Mr, McCabe was Chairman Emeritus of
Magma Power Company.
His work pioneered
commercial development of both geothermal steam
from The Geysers Geothermal field in Northern
California and geothermal
hot brine from the
Imperial Valley in Southern California.
An Historical Monument marker placed in 1974
bywell "Magma" l, atThe Geysers, reads, in part:
"First commercial geothermal steam well in the
Western Hemisphere, drilled December 1954 by
Magma Power Company under the supervision of
B. C. McCabe, President.
The successful
completion of the well started development of this
geothermal project.'"

Geothermal Section
Department of Conservation

Differences

Division of Oil and Gas
The Geothermal
Section
of the Department
of
Conservation, Division of Ori and Gas has regulated the
state's geothermal wells since 1967. Currently, the
Geothermal Section includes six engineers and three
clerical support personnel working in the Sacramento,
Santa Rosa, and El Centro offices,
The Geothermal

Section's

mandates

resemble

!
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the geothermal

projects

overseen

by the three geothermal offices reflect the variety Of
geothermal
resources
and resource-development
activities in the state. In fact, California's geothermal
projects range from development of the largest geothermal
steam field in the world to individual users of lowtemperature
resources.
In spite of the great resource diversity, all three offices
have similar functions.
Each collects and fries well
records and productio n and injection data. Most well
records are open to public inspection.

those of

the division's Oil and Gas Section in the areas of well
operations and the protection of life, health, and natural
resources. However, differences do exist. For example,
for purposes of the California Environmental
Quality
Act, the Geothermal Section acts as the lead agency for
all geothermal exploratory projects on state and privately
held lands. In addition, the Geothermal Section regulates
well-siting procedures
in areas of unstable terrain,

;
!

among

The record s include applications submitted by operators
to drill, rework, and abandon geothermal production
and injection wells and temperature-gradient
holes.
Upon receiving the applications,
engineers evaluate
each project's geological, geochemical,
engineering,
safety, and environmental
components. The engineers
then approve,
conditionally
approve, or deny the
applications.
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Geothermal District G1
Geothermal engineers also make field inspections
-- in 1988, over 1,800 inspections were made. !n
addition, theywitness injecUon-well tests and meet
annually with eachinjection-wellopemtor
to discuss
field performance.
What geothermal

projects

are underway

in each

district?
Those of District G1 (headquartered
in
Sacramento), which covers most of Northern California
except for The Geysers area and the northern coastal
counties, are described in this issue 0fthe Hot Line,
The next two issues will have similar stories about
geothermal
activities
in DiStricts
G2 and G3,
headquartered in El Centro and Santa Rosa, respectively,

Geothermal District G1includes
37 r_ortheastem
California
counties and six geothermal
fields: Lake City, Susanville,
Litchfleld, Wendel, Amedee, and Casa
Diablo. Electrical
generation from
geothermal
resources
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Using
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The first one is
the
Indian

Districto _ oxUclesby
RobertS. Habe[

DIVISIONOFOILAND GAS

Welcome to Geothermal District Ol.
Our tour starts in the Town of Big
Bend, about 50 miles northeast
of
Reddlng in Shasta County. Three

ing and production operations,
To ensure compliance
with
permit stipulations, periodic
inspections
are made of
operations
and equipment.
_u_
The District G1 office

_-
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RebHabeL
I. BIG BEND

agency.

orprivateland,
adlvlslonengineer
must issue permits for all drill-
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lead

by the division.

For all geothermal
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Environmental docmnentation for all other wells is

sidered
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project is on state or private land.
In such cases, the division is con-
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Geothermal DistrictG1,

handled by city or county planning departments.
The documentation
is reviewed by the
Division of Oil and Gas when a
•'_'_

i ..
i
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Land preventsubsidence.J

exploratory

ects with little or no experience in
geothermal
development.
In such
cases, it is especially important that
an applicant telephone the Geothermal Section and explain the proposed
project to a geothermal engineer. He
or she will outline the most expeditiouswaytoproeeed.

duce
geothermal
fiuid
incommercial
amounts.
Under the California

___

_-_ i _,_,_ _
._

Regulates the DRILLING, OPERATION, MAINTENANCE,
and ABANDONMENT of oil, gas, and geothermal wells.

Most low-temperature
An

in Wendel,
three of
"x_

Amedee, and Casa Diablo. Lowtemperature
geothermal
projects
are underway throughout the district. In the road log that follows
this article, I have tried to include
all the geothermal projects. Letme
know if any were omitted,

g eot her m a 1
projects
are
here,
in and
around
the
town.

WeU"_SS"L W_

received from the California Energy
Commission
(CEC), the school district drilled geothermalwell"ISS"
1 to
55

250
meters,
down to a hot
water resource
of 50°C. The well
is about
80
meters from the
school's
main
facilities.
The
entire
school,
two residential
units for school

where a heatexchanger systern is installed),
tests
have
shown that only
minor
scaling
has occurred,

It is just east of Big Valley High
School. The well was drilled to 648
meters, with recorded water temperatures near 46°(2. An evaluation
is underway to decide whether the
hot water could be used for directheating projects or to boost temperatures in a heat pump in the high
school heating system,

g e o t h e r m al
wells
here,
near the site of
a
phreatic
eruption
that
occurred
in
1951. At one
point,
the
c om p a n y
nearly lost a

farm operation has been suspended
due to drought conditions and the
lack of fresh mixing water.

4. ALTURAS

drilling rig in
the hot springs weu
Z,MagmaEnergy, "Po._n"
Inc. WG

most widely known geothermal project in the valley is the Susanville

ers of a campground
facility are using the hot springs water (near 830C)
in bathhouses
and to heat a small
greenhouse.
The hot springs area
has stirred interest from other developers, including Yankee Power, Inc.,
who recently drilled.four
temperature-gradient
wells in the area.

Inthe City ofAlturas, Modoc County,
work was started ln 1987 on a joint
project between the county and the
ModocJointUnifled
School District.
The project was designed to assess
the geothermal
potential in Alturas
by drilling a
geo t her m al

and mud pots.
Currently,
three idle geothermal
wells
remain in the
field.

District Heating Project. The districtheating
system
includes two productionweUs, two
injection
wells,

A second well, "CedarviUe" 2. is being

Fort Bidwell

employees, and an indoor swimming
pool have been
heated with the
geothermal
fluid for two

2.

Leaving BigBend, we drivenortheast

well near Mo=
doc
High
School.
The
well, "AL" 1,
was drilled on well
"At."
_, Mnd_ H@h
School
WG

used by the school district to heat the
Cedarville Elementary
School. Beginning in 1989, additional
water
from this well will be used to heat the
Surprise Valley Hospital. The CEC

To the north of
I_ake City, near
the
Oregon
WeU"P,_,_."3. uag._E.
border, is the e,_y,_nc,wG

years. Although
the school uses

to Glass Mountain, an area primarily
onfederalland,
Muchoftheareahas

the high school
campus to a depth

has provided funding
and hospital projects,

town of Fort Bidwell and the Northern Paiute Indian Reservation.
The

the geothermal
water directly
(with the exeeption
of
the
swimmingpool

been leased for geothermal
exploration by several operators,
some of
whom have completed geophysical
and geochemical
work and drilled
wells for data acquisition,

water temperatures
are near 86°C.
The well, which underwent limited
testing, maybeusedbytheschoolto
help heat most of the campus facilities. Additional work on the project

"ISS"

I well_ontrol

room.

KH

Geotherma[flttlngs
inmultlpurpose
room.

and

showers,

Big Bend Hot
Springs is just
outside of town,
on the Pit River.
Here, the own-

KH

Yanke_

Power.

temperature-

gr_te.t _,_uRH

GLASS MOUNTAIN

eoo__at _cho,we_.KH
3. BIEBER
Further to the east, in the northeastern corner of Lassen County, is the
Town of Bieber. The Pit Resources
Conservation

of 738 meters;

WG

for the school

7. HONEY LAKE VALLEY
Continuing south into Lassen Connty,
one comes to several geothermal
projects in Honey Lake Valley. The

Geothermal

may be needed, including additional
drilling to assess more clearly the

east of Cedarville, are the site of the
Surprise Valley Mineral Wells Motel.

asked
for
advice several

Based on 1986 heating
costs, the facilities that

geothermal reservoir.
was funded,
in
part, bytheCEC.

The motel uses geothermal fluids to
heat a large portion of its facilities.
Fluids for the motel space-heating
system are produced from two wells
with surface temperatures
near boil-

times.

The pastwork

5.CEDARVILLE

w_u,,c_,,
RH

ing. Fresh water is heated in two
copper heat exchangers submerged
in cisterns of geothermal water,

_,_h_i

6. LAKE CITY
Lake
City
Geothermal
field is about

town.
Several
years ago, wa-

ginning
in
1959, Magma

tricity. The reservation has a geothermally heated fish-farm operation

area's geothermal resources. To date,
only one well, "BV" 3, has been drilled,

ter wells were
drilled that pro-

in background.

CC

Geothermal

well.,c_o,_ll_. 2.cc

well and

motel

KH

miles

wells on the reservation.
Recently,
the CEC has funded several spaceheating projects here. Now, several
buildings are heated with geothermal fluids. One well on the reservation(notyeteompleted)wasdrilledto
p r o v id e
h o t

from the CEC to drill several wells in
and around the town to assess the

School

I0

In the early
unco._tea w_ cc
1900's,
the
U.S. Army drilled several geothermal

north of Cedarvflle.
Be-

Big Valley

The two production

wells are able to pro-' o_untyC_°t_"_,_riho_.heat
duce about 900 gal- c_c

The Surprise Valley mineral wells
and hot springs, about four miles

water
f
o r
spaceFtshfarmoperatton.
CC
heating and, possibly, generating elee-

3, with

of insulated pipe connecting 77 facilities
to the system.

Ions per minute of about
74°C geothermalwater.
Plans exist to enlarge
the system to serve an
additional
75 users.

Surprise Valley

are four geothermal
proj ects
in and
around
the

"BV"

distribution

syste,.in_tot_o..cec
and about 16,000 feet

Division of Oil and Gas has no permit
authority on Indian land. However,
reservation
representatlves
have

Cedarvllle is at
the junction of
Highway
299
and
Surprise
Valley Road, 23
miles east of
Altm_as. There

Well

56

Motelentrance.

District received funds

G_ot_r._e_dpoo_CC

Hotsprtagsandbathhouse.WG

duced water above 52°C. One well,
"Cedarvflle" I, is now being used to
heat the Conners" Well Drilling, Inc.
shop and the Cedarviile High School.
Water from the weU has been given to
the school. Conners' Well Drilling,
Inc. will continue to use some of the
well water to heat the shop.

Energy,
Inc.
where catfish are raised for the San
drilled several Well"Phipps"2,
MagmaEnergy
' Francisco market. Presently. the fishInc. WG

An inJe¢Uo.._ are currently connected
Kn
to the system save close
to $83,000 annually in heating bills.
The
for the space-heating
projectfunding
was provided
by the CEC,
City of SusanviUe, County of Lassen,
U.S. Department
of Energy, U.S.
Department
Housing
Development, ofU.S.
Bureauandof Urban
Reclamation,
and
Administration.

the

Farmer's

Home

IntheseuthernportionoftheSusanvilleGeothermalfield,

Johnston

geothermal

wells.

thec0mmer-

PIG
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clal greenhouse
operation of TsuJi
Nursery, Inc. is heated with geothermal fuid.
Two geothermal
wells
provide the greenhouses
with 68°C
water at a rate of about 600 gallons
perminute. Currently, the nurseryis
raising roses for the commercial
markets,

Two wells drilled by Trans-Pacifle
Corporation,
"Norcal" 1 and 2, supplya2-megawattbinarypowerplant,
Amedee Geothermal Venture 1 (Phase
1), with geothermal water near 107°C.
The binary power plant uses Freon
as its working fluid and is air-cooled
in a manner similar to that of the
Wineagle Power Plant. Phase 2 of the
venture will expand the power plant
to 5 megawatts,
net, if geothermal

To the east of Susanvfle. Just west of
the town of Litehfield. is the CaIffornia Correctional
Center.
Much offluids
this
facility
is heated with
geothermal
from two wells, "Johnston"
1 & 2.
Well 'Uohnston" 2 is 444 meters deep;
fluid temperatures
are about 63°C.
After it is used. the produced wateris
dispersed at the surface through a
sprinkler
system. The project was
begun in 1981 and was funded by
the City of Susanvfle, private developers, and the CEC.
Further to the east, near the town of
Wendel, is the Wendel Geothermal
field.
Here, Carson Development
Company operates a 0.75-megawatt,
gross, geothermal power plant called
the Wineagle Power Plant, which went
on line June 11, 1985. Well Wv'ineagle" 1,
provides
the geothermal
fluid that
f l o w s
through
w_,_Po,_P_nt,
wo
a
heat
exchanger, which uses Freon 114 as
the working fluid. The Freon 114 is
converted to
steam
that
turns a turblne.
condenses back
to a liquid by
air cooling.
and returns
w_ll"w_._b"LRn
to the heat
exchanger in a closed (binary cycle)
circuit,

reservoir
tests
are favorable.
Electricity
is
sold to Pacific
Gas and Elec-

no._uLakeHgdroponlc
Fartrls.
RT
puter,
Until a few years ago, the spent geothermal fluids from the Wineagle Power
Plant were cascaded to heat the Honey

project has been funded

I0.
tric Company
under a Stan-

w_, "no_ar"I a.a A_._d_
w.t,_,_
11"_.,_rV_.t.
WG

Lake Hydmponie Farm's greenhouse
operation.
Today, "the greenhouse
operation is no longer in business, so
the fluids are discharged
into old
drainage channels, where they mix
with water flowing from nearby

hot

dard Offer No.
4 contract. The
power
plant
went on line in
the fall of 1988.
A._d_

w._

_ P_r

springs.

Plant.wa

Currently under construction
in the
Wendel Geothermal
field is the HL
Power Company's 30-megawatt,
net,
biomass/geothermal
power facility.
The facility will produce steam with
heat generated by buming forest thinnings and logging residue. (Produced
fluids from one geothermal well will
pass through a heat exchanger
to

8.

preheat the boiler feedwater.) The
steam will power a 35.5-megawatt

mal heating, but the work did not
meet building eodes. Now, theretro-

generator. All spent geothermal fluid
will be injected back into the reser-

Well. foreground;HL
Vowerco. p_nt. b_k9_.a. wo
Geothermal

The first project to be built at the
geothermal park is expected to be a
geothermally
heated
aquaculture
facility constructed
for raising mosquito fish. Experiments
will be undertaken here to see ffmosquito fish
can be raised and bred in low-temperature geothermal fluids. The mosquito fish, which eatmosquito
larvae,
would be used in the Sutter-Yuba
Mosquito Abatement
District's program in the Sacramento
Valley. The

MONO COUNTY

Mono County is at the southeastern
endofDistrietG1.
The eounty seat of
Bridgeport,
with funding from the
CEC. has been working on a city
district-heating
project for several
years. The well sites for the project
arein the southeastem
portionofthe

raised for the rivers and lakes in the
Sierra Nevada range and other areas.
The hatchery uses a small amount of
water from the nearby thermal sptlngs,
which are only slightly warmer than
ambient water temperatures.
However, the warmer water increases the
productivity of the fish hatchery.

_-_a.s a g_ot_,_,_t._s_s_which gener._nt _ RH
ates about 7 megawatts, net. ofelectricity. The power plant uses isobutane as a working fluid. The working

drilled two geothermal
assessment
wells inside the town fimits as part of
a geothermal resource assessment/
distrlct-heating project. Temperatures
near 79°C were encountered
in both

fluid is heated under pressure by hot
water in a tubular heat exchanger,
Theplanthasbeeninoperationsince
1985 and is using geothermal fluids
with temperatures
at 1650C.

wells at about 457 meters. The town
is now evaluating drill sites for exploration and/or
production
wells to
further test the geothermalresource.
Initialassessmentworkand
feasibility studies for the project were done
with the assistance of Mono County
and the CEC.

The community of Mammoth Lakes,
through a grant from the CEC, has

Much research has been undertaken
to evaluate the Casa Diablo geother-

town, near Travertine Hot Springs.
At one site, an exploratory
well (a

mal resource. The resource appears
to be good, and three additional power
plants have been proposed:
Mammoth-PacificII, Mammoth-Pacific
Ill,
and PLES I. To date. all of these
power plant proposals are either going
through the permit process or are
underlitigatlon.
All three of the proposed power plants would be 10megawatts, net, similar in design to Mamm o t h -

Sandia National Laboratories,
with
funding from the U. S. Dept. of Energy, the CEC, and Mono County,
cored a small diameter hole to a depth
of 732 meters at the Shady Rest
Campground,
northeast of the Town
of Mammoth Lakes. Temperatures
up to 204°C were recorded at 335
meters.

fitted system is being modified and is
expected to be operational by danu-

_',_n_uotso,,_.Ru
potential
injection well) has been
drilled. TWo potential production wells
have been drilled, but neither was

Pacific I,
and operated
by
P a c If i c

Sandia National Laboratories,
with
the support of the U.S. Department
of Energy, will drill a deep scientific
wellin the resurgent dome area of the

voir to maintain
reservoir pressure.

arc 1989. This project was partially
funded by the CEC.

completed
has been

Energy.

To the southeast
of the Wendel
Geothermal field
is the Amedee

9.

LongValleyCaldera,
about two miles
north of the Casa Diablo Geothermal
field. The well will be drilled in phases
on an existing Santa Fe Geothermal,
Inc. wellpad, to a point just above the
magma chamber.
Drilling is set to
begin in the spring of 1989.

An employee need not be on-site 24
hours a day, as the plant is operated
by computer, via a telephone line. If

field. Amedee
has long been
known for its
geothermal hot
springs.
Several developers

an emergency or a shutdown occurs,
an employee is notified by the com-

have come here looking for a viable
geothermal resource,

a,,*a,_otSpn,,_,

w_

GREENVILLE

ThelndianValleyHospitaIDistrictin
Greenville, Plumas County, completed
a low-temperature
geothermal
well
near the hospital in January
1983.
The well produces water at 47aC at a
depth of 130 meters.
The hospital
was retrofitted for direct-use geother-

SIERRA COUNTY

successfully.
The project
suspended,
pending further investlgation.

Sierra County has been evaluating
the geothermal
resources
in Sierra

Farther
to
the

Valley for several years. The county
recently converted
a temperaturegradient well, "SV" 3, to an exploratorywell.whichisbeingevaluated
for
production
potential,
The county

#.j_t_ well,foretlroufid;
Mamc_th- S 0 U t h,
po_J_Ip_..rp_._. _r_.d.
WG near the
commu-

plans
build3 site,
a geothermal
near theto"SV"
where it ownspark
40
acres of land with a low-temperature
geothermal resource,

m
o t ath
Lakes
the int e r -

nity
M a m of-

DIVISIONOFOILANDGAS

To
the
Deep_,U_c _U _U_.W_
s ou th east of Casa Diablo, Bonneville Pacific Corporation is proposing a 10megawatt, net, binary power plant,
Mammoth/Chance,
which will be aircooled.
The working fluid will be
isopentane, which will be heated by
geothermal fluid (under pressure) at
a temperature
of 127°C. This power
plant is currently under litigation.
Adjacent

to Mammoth

Creek is the

Department of Fish and Game's Hot
Creek Fish Hatchery.
Here, fish are
MammothPaclflc

58

by the CEC.

section
of
Highways203
and 395, is the
Casa
Diablo
Geothermal
field.
Here,
Mammot h Pacific
currently operates
the MammothPacific I binary
power
plant,

GEOTHERMAL
HOTLINE

1 Power

plant.

* Photo credits key:
CC -Cheryl Closson
CEC-Californla Energy
Commission
WG -William Guerard
KH -Kenneth Henderson
RH -Robert Habel
RT -Richard Thomas

WG
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NORTHERI_ CALIF()RNIA
$3 Million Bid for Glass Mountain

BfllWoods,an officialwithGeysersGeothermal,Free-

Leases

port-McMoRan's management partner, said the acquisition brings the total acres leased to the company to
about 25,000 -- 9,700 of which are within the Glass

A Santa Rosa-based
geothermal
company was the
successful bidder for about 12,000 acres in the Glass
Mountain geothermal area in Siskiyou County, offered
for lease by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM).

Mountainunitboundary.
He said the company leased
the tracts to be in a position to explore and develop the
geothermal resources when the market improves.
The BLM received bids on 12 of 20 parcels for lease at
Glass Mountain. The highest individual bid of $967,201
was submitted byFreeport-McMoRan
for a 1,304-acre
tract.

Freeport-McMoRan
Resource Partners bid $3 million
and won the seven tracts at Glass Mountain, which a
company official said has the best geothermal potential
of any land offered by the BLM in several years anywhere in the United States.

Unocal Corporation is carrying the search for geotherreal resot|rees to northeastern
California, almost to the
Oregon border,

eastem
tion.

quarter

ing at 6,500 feet. On the
present go-round, Union may
deepen the well to about

7AIflatsiz_e

8,500 feet.

proyect

The drill site lies about

60

said. "We'll still Free-tune this binary power plant for a
month or so, to ready it for routine operation."
In September 1988, the power plant began generating
electricity in Northern California, near Honey Lake.
The plant generates 2 megawatts, net, of electricity in
the winter, and from 20 to 30 percent less in the
summer, depending on the temperature,
Geothermal fluids from two wells are used to operate
the plant, and surface discharge is used to dispose of
the spent fluids. This is possible because the geother-

The binary power modules for the plant were designed
and manufactured
by Barber-Nichols
Engineering.
Gibbs & Hm was responsible for the overall planet
design and construction.
The plant is owned by Amedeo Geothermal Venture I,
a partnership
between Trans-Paeiflc Geothermal Corporatlon and U.S. Energy Corporation.
It is operated
and maintained
under a subcontract
with BarberNichols Engineering.
"We have a Standard Offer No. 4 contract for 5 megawatts with Pacific Gas and Electric Company,"
Mr.
Meidav concluded.
"Sometime in the near future, we
will expand the project to add another 3 megawatts of
electrical generation."

Geothermal energyand woodwaste are primary energy
sources for the 30 megawatt, net, Honey Lake Power
Facility, a cogeneration power plant owned and man-

mal fluid will be disposed of in an injection well. Steam
will be converted to electrical power through a 35.5megawatt turbine generator and transmitted
22 miles

to cut blocks of black obsidlan into tiles for sinks
and shower stalls. Amore

aged by HL Power Company. The facility, 60 percent
completed in January
1989, will use 1,300 tons per
dayoffuelobtainedfromselectiveforestthinningsand

to Susanville over company- owned and maintainedtransmission
lines. The plant includes pollution control for particulate
removal, ammonia injection for

successfulventure
thatfollowed was cutting scouring

from logging residue combined with mill wastes. The
power plant will be the largest industrial facility to use

removal of nitrogen oxides, and computer-controlled
combustion systems to control carbon monoxide and

blocks from the pumice,
........
The mining of block pumice still continues in the area.
In addition to scouring blocks, the pumice is used as a
lightweight aggregate for concrete, and in the manufacture of building blocks and acoustic plaster,

some of Lassen County's

The facility will produce 236 million kilowatt-hours
of
electricity annually. The plant consists of a wood-fired
traveling grate furnace with a utility-type high pressul_e boiler manufactured
by Zum Industries, Inc.

hydrocarbons.
The highly automated
wooclyar_ consls_ of systems to remove metal, handle overslzed
material, receive up to slx truckloads of wood products
per hour, and continuously deliver 58 tons per hour Of
fuel through redundant
systems to ensure maximum
on-line performance.

By Bill Rfntoul.

Fluids from a geothermal weil will pass through a heat
exchanger to preheat boiler feedwater. Used geother-

Construction of the facility beganin April 1988, and the
plant is scheduled to become operational in mid- 1989.

7.uouldbe.

of Glass

and a composition

sawing plant near the northem edge of the mountain
and tried, unsuccessfully,

al_ypotel_tial

two miles southwest

the same as area hot spring waters.

Honey Lake Power Facility Under Construction

altd

Whenquestioned
aboutthis
m December 1988, Unocal
spokesman
Harry Bain said the well was completed.
"We are testing the well and evaluating the test results.
We're pleased with what we've seen so far. but it's too
early to tell whether or not there is a project and what
size any potential project would be."

mal fluids have a very low salinity

1989. "We are
Power Plant," he

both
pumice.of
In theobsidian
1930's. and
one group
entrepreneurs set up a rock-

or Ito[; there

]3 a project

of Trans-Pacifie

by Susan F. fl@son

It's too early to tell
whether

Company.

In the 1920's, others turned
their attention
to Glass
Mountain. filing claims_ for

of the sec-

Originally, Unocal drilled the
well in 1984 as a temperature-gradient
hole. bottom-

Geothermal Corporation,
in January
pleased with the Amedee Geothermal

Pomo, Wintun, and Modoc Indians made arrowheads,
spearpoints,
crude knives, and razors from the obsldlan. They traded some of them with the tribes of the
lower Klamath, in Oregon.

Federal" No. 68-

with Tsvi Meidav, president

Geothermal Power Plant. Photo courtesy of BarberEngineering

14,

•
Mountain, a 7,649-foot peak that's a landmark in the
high Modoc Plateau of Northern California. The mounrain is composed of black volcanic glass, called obsidian, and pumice. According to geologists, the mounrain was formed no more than 1,100 years ago -- little
more than yesterday in geologic terms -- by two separate flows of volcanic rocks,

In July 1988, the company was drilling in the Glass
Mountain area, about 25 miles south of Tule Lake and
30 miles south of the Oregon border,
The well. designated "Glass Mountain
8 on See. 8, 43N-4E, Sisldyou
County, is in the southeastern quarter
of the southwestern quarter of the south-

the Apr_

A,_e
N/cho/s

I talked
by Bony Saludes.
Reprinted,
with perrnissfon, from
1988 edfi_on of the Santa Rosa Press Detr_crat.

Unocal Drills at Glass Mountain

Amedee Geothermal Power Plant

Reprinted,
BakersJ'teld

withpermfssion,
Californian.

from the July

13. 1988 edition

of the
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B.&M. Plant engineering
neers, Inc.

was 50 percent completed. He was awaiting
the steam turbine generator,

Mono County Update

the issue
discussion

On December 6, 1988, the Mono County Board of
Supervisors, in a vote of 5 to 0, approved the issuance
of a use-permit for the Mammoth-Pacific
II geothermal
power plant. The power plant will be a binary, aircooled, 10-megawatt,
net, project. The permit was to
take effect on January
16, 1989; however, an appeal
was filed by the California Department
of Fish and
Game, and the permit
appeal is resolved.

of cumulative impacts
of "new information".

delivery of

and will include

a

To provide a technical forum for the discussion and
evaluation of hydrologic resource data collected in the
LongValleyCalderaofMonoCounty,
I formed theLong
Valley Hydrologic Advisory Committee (LVHAC)In 1986.
When requested, the committee provides comments on
such hydrologic resource data to permitting agencies.

win not take effect until this
In its January 1989 meeting, the committee decided to
send a comment letter to Mono County and the Bureau

In February 1988. Mono County issued a project usepermit to proposers of Bonneville Pacific Corporation's

of Land Management
hydrologic monitoring

Mammoth Chance Geothermal
Project, also a 10megawatt,
net, binary and air-cooled project.
The
permitwas appealed bythe Sierra Club, Cal-Trout. and
the Califomia Department of Fish and Game. In January 1989, as a result of a mandamus hearing originally
conducted in July 1988. the Mono County Superior
Court issued a decision in favor of the petitioners. It set
aside the certification by the Board of Supervisors
of
the Mammoth-Pacific
II and Ill Geothermal Project EIR
and the conditional-use
permit issued for the projects.
Now. a subsequent
EIR must be prepared for public
review and comment. The subsequent
EIR will address

also discussed data from a preliminary hydrological
report by S.S. Papadopulos
and Associates. Inc. In a
third agenda item. the committee decided to move
ahead in compiling a conceptual-model/heat-budget
analysis of the geothermal resource in the Long Valley
area. The Department offish and Game will continue
to prepare its own model of this geothermal resource.

New Power Plants Operating at The
Geysers

regarding the effectiveness
of
in Long Valley. The committee

by Daniel Lyster,
Director
MottoCounty
Energtl
Management Dept.
HGR79, Box 221
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546

plant has two, 13.5. net. megawatt units. Unit lwent
on line December 11. 1988. The electricity is purchased by Pacific Gas and Electric Company under a
Standard Offer No. 4 contract.

The West Ford Flat Power Plant at The Geysers Geothermal field is owned and operated by FreeportMcMoRan Resource
Partners/Geysers
Geothermal

Seven production wells and I injection well are used to
operate the power plant, which is in the southwestern

Company.

quarter of Section 23, Township
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The 27 megawatt,

net. geothermal

power

under the terms ofa Stan-

Five production wells and 1 injection well are used to
run the $50 million power plant, which is near the
center of Section 36, Township 11N,, Range 8W., M.D.
B.&M. Plant engineering and design is by Stone and
Webster Engineering Corporation.

GEO Sets Aidlin Geothermal

powerpurchaseagreementsfromSKiGeothermal,
Inc.
(SKIG), which SKIG entered into in 1984 with Pacific
Gas and Electric Company. Based on the SKIG agreement, GEO had planned to develop the geothermal
resources on about 700 acres it has leased at The

Geothermal

In January 1989, David Lindquist, project manager for
Zurn/NEPCO,
said that the turbine building and the
boiler were erected, and that the fuel-handling system

Gas and Electric company
dard Offer No. 4 contract.

The Bear Canyon Creek Geothermal Power Plant, also
at The Geysers, is owned and operated by Freeport
Geothermal Resources Company.
The 20-megawatt,
net, plant has two, 10-megawatt,
net, units. Unit 1
went on line September 2, 1988, and Unit 2 went on
line September 6, 1988. The electricityis sold to Pacific

Project to
H_neyLakeP_werF_acility_age_thermalc_generatienplant_LassenC_unty_Calif_rn_A_s_cons_ns_P_
courtesy of Zurn/NEPCO.

and design is by SKI Engi-

MPE

Resources

International,

Inc. (GEO) has

completed the sale of its interest in the 20-megawatt
Aidlin Geothermal Project a t The Geysers Geothermal
field in Northern California.
According to GEO's Chief Executive Officer, Ronald P.
Baldwin, GEO sold its interest in the Kidlin Geothermal
Project to Geothermal Energy Partners Ltd. (GEPL), a
California partnership.
GEPL was represented
in the
transaction,
which has a total value of about $13
million (including $1.8 million in cash), by its general
partner, Western Geothermal Company, a wholly-owned
subsidiary
of Mission Power Engineering
Company
(MPE).
Baldwhl said that in January 1988, GEO had received
the option to purchase
for $4 million two long-term

Geysers from private landowners Joseph W. and Mary
Aidlin and to contract with MPE to engineer and
construct a geothermal power facility containing two
10-megawatt generating units.
Baldwin said the sale of the company's interest in the
Aidlin Geothermal Project to MPE provides GEO with a
portionofthefundsnecessarytomeetsomeofitsmore
immediate
financial obligations.
This includes
interestpaymentofabout$850,000owedtoPacffiCorp
in Portland, Oregon.

an

He
said institutions
the companyandcontinues
discuss
with ofitsa
lending
creditors toother
aspects
short-term
financial plan designed to enable GEO to
further reduce its short-term
liquidity problems.

DWR Geysers Update
"Right now, we're looking for expressions of interest in
our geothermal resource around the South Geysers
Geothermal Power Plant and in the power plant, itself,"
said Henry Struckmeyer,
Chief of the Resources Development Branch, Department of Water Resources (DWR).
"Fhree steam-production
wells and one dry well are at
the site," he added.

power plant, which it constructed
and operates, but
the lease, well pad, and steam gathering system," Mr.
Struckmeyer
added.
'¢Fhese last three items were
purchased
on July 1, 1988 from MCR Geothermal
Corporation, Entex Petroleum, and Geothermal Kinetics, Inc."

"At the DWR Botflerock Geothermal Power Plant, the
Department
of Water Resources now not only owns the

The 55-megawatt Botflerock plant began full-eapaeity
commercial operation in March 1985. In December
1988, the power plant was operating at about 20
megawatts, net.

Three Power Plant Units Cancelled

Ms. Stewart

"Pacific Gas and Electric Companyhas
cancelled plans
to build three geothermal power plants at The Geysers
Geothermal
field," said Jan Stewart, News Services

11N., Range 8W., M.D.

Representative
for the company. The plants are Unit
19 (55 megawatts), Unit 21 (140 megawatts), and Unit
22 (140 megawatts).
All the power plants were to be
built in Lake County.

O/V/S/ONOFOILAND GAS
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said

that

the

plants

were

cancelled

"...becauseUnocal,
our primary steam supplier at The
Geysers, has determined there is insufficient steam to
operate them."
When asked about the field's steam supply in general,
she replied, '_l'here's been a slight decline in steamfield
production,
but we're not having many significant
problems."
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Steam Prices Drop in 1988
Steam prices at The Geysers,

The price is set by a complicated

the world's largest

pro-

ducer of geothermal
power, have dropped to their
lowest level in 10 years and will result in a severalhundred-thousand-dollar
loss in property taxes for
Sonoma and Lake Counties.

Geothermal
are 1988.
estimating
a price
drop of more industry
than 12 officials
percent for
Sonoma
and
Lake Counties use the price of steam to calculate the
value of the steam reserves

for property

tax purposes.

30 1 Gas and Electric,

the buyer.

3100

d
1976

30.60

78

retroactive

Text and photos

to January

Steam prices rose steadily and reached a peak of
$39.40 per megawatt hour in 1985, but have declined
steadily in the last three years. This year's price will be
comparable

to the $15.50

79

80

81

82

83

84

New Unocal Geothermal

1988

85

86

87

88

President

C. Lipman
geothermal

has been appointed
division,

1989. He will have responsibility
thermal operations.

A well-planned
and informative field trip to geothermal power plants in
California's Imperial Valley was organized as part of the annual, meeting of

price set in 1978.

the Geothermal Resources Council in October 1988. Not only were many
power plants running at this time, but many were under construction,
as
well. The following notes and photographs
are from the trip.

Selton Sea Geothermal
Project,

Unit I and future

Sea Geothermal field.
Earth
Energy,
a
site of Unit2,
in theInc.,
Salion
SUbS_d_J_ of Unca:d
Corporation, owns and
operates

from

the power

which

plan&

Southern
buys

10

megawattsThe plantw_tbe
of electrical
power.
expanded,
and electrical

assessor

to3Omogawatlsby

generauon will increase

said.

1995.

Gary Kovacovich, an administrative
analyst for Sonoma County, said the impact of the price drop on the
county's finances is still being assessed. He and Irwin
said they anticipate a drop in geothermal tax revenues
in their counties this year. Besides Sonoma and Lake
Counties, the Geyserville and Cloverdale school districts benefit the most from geothermal tax dollars.
Hardest hit was Unocal, which lost ClOse to $100
million with the big price drop last year and virtually
halted all high-risk ventures, including exploration.
by Bony Saludes
Reprinted, withpermission,from the Santa Rosa Press Democrat,
April 1988.

operationsmanagerforgeothermal
operations
in Santa
of

for domestic

February

1,

tire

for worldwide

gee-

effective

president

_

F. Hodgson

Losses in Lake Countywere offset by new development,
which caused the tax value of the geothermal industry
to increase slightly, Dan Irwin, Lake County's assistant

Rosa, California,

vice

Mr. Lipman joined Unocal in 1963 as a petroleum
engineer working in oil and gas operations.
He moved
to the geothermal division in 1976 and became district

in 1979. He was named vice president

operations

president

Mr. Lipman
Unocal's
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by Susan

October
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CaUfom_t Edison

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) and Unocal,
which get together once a year to set the steam price,
have set a 1988 price of $15.15 per megawatt hour, a
$2. 11 drop from last year's $17.26, Unocal spokesman
Harry Bain said. PG&E produces about 8.5 billion
kilowatthoursofelectricityfromitspowerplantsatThe
Geysers every year, and it pays Unocal based on the
kilowatts of power that are produced. Unocal, the biggest steam producer at The Geysers, supplies steam
exclusively to PG&E for 16 of the utility's 19 power
plant units in Sonoma and Lake Counties.

Unocal's

Notes,

lO15

SOURCE:
county
assessor

Stephen

I.

Plant

dollars, the impact won't be as devastating as last year
when the steam price fell 43.6 percent -- from $30.60
a megawatt hour to $17.26.

1726

10.50

77

Power

\
\

While the price drop is bad news for steam suppliers
and public agencies that benefit from geothermal tax

I0

0

between PG&E and Unocal. One of the key factors is
the world price of oil, which has remained low for the
past three years. The price is set every spring and is

tax revenues from the steam reserves, excludingpower
plants, dropped from $13.5 million to less than $10
million in Sonoma County last year.

37.00
39,00
39.40

Priceusedtodetermine 2700
eeyser_ta×rate
2o
t_00

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

out

Geothermal tax revenues also climbed with the steam
prices, reaching an all-time high in the 1984-85 tax
year. They have dropped steadily since. For example,

The Price of Steam
Per MegawattHour

$40 determined
Pricepermegawatt
hour
by Unocal,
theas
steamsupplier,
andPacific

formula worked

of the

replaces

geothermal

in 1984 and has been execudivision

since

July

I

1988.

Salton Sea Geothermal
Project, Unit 3, owned
by Desert Power Company,
a subsidiary
of Unocal Corporation,
as it was under
constructioninOctoberI988intheSaltonseaGeothermalfleld.
7hedual-JlashpowerplantwentonlineinFebruary1989.
The facility
cost$106
million and has a gross output of 54 megawatts
and a net output o.I"49.8 megawatts.
Southern
California Edison will
purchase
47.5 rnegawatts
of the output at the Mirage Electrical Substation.

Dr. Carel Otte, 66, who has led
activities

since

inception.

Dr. Otte

will continue as a senior advisor to the company
he retires later this year.

.....

until

Unocal Geothermal Division will produce geothermal brine and deliver steam to the plant
in 3 injection wells. _ze reservoir temperature is 5200F.

from

2 production

wells, and inject

the

geothermalflulds
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J.J. Elmore power plant under construciton.
Four Magma Power
Company
geothermal
power plants are either on llne or under
construction
in the Salton Sea Geothermal
field:
Vulcan
(the
oldes& on line in 2/86), Del Ranch (I 0/88}, J.J. Elmore (! 2_/88)
and Leathers (scheduled for the fall of 1989}. Red Hill Geothemlal,
a 100 percent-owned
subsidiary
of Magma Power Company,
operates
all four plants.

GEM I is a 37-megawatl,
gross, geothermal
power plant, 50
percentofwhfchls
owned by GEOEastMesaLimitedPurtnership
and 50percent
by a wholly-owned
s ubsldlary
of Mission Energy
Company.
The dual-flash
power plant, with two, 18.S megawatt
units, is scheduled
for completion
on June I, 1989 in the East
Mesa Geothermal
Resources
Area. At the end of January
1989,
a company
offtcial said that 13 to 16geothermalproduction
wells

All of the power plants are dual-flas h. However, the Vulcan plant
has two turbines
(a hlgh-temperature
and a low-temperature),
each with its own generator.
Each of the other three power plants
has a single, double-entry
turbine.

would be used to operate the power plan_ and that14 production
wells had been drilled. He added that 6 to 8 injection wells would
be needed, and 4 injection
wells had been drilled.

Temperaturesfrom450oto600OFhavebeenuredlngecthemal
:
:
wells drilled to operate the power plants.
The Vulcan plant has
Southern
California Edison (SCE) purchases
power from all four
12prnductionuellsand7injectionwells;theDeIRanchplanthas
powerplants.
ThecontractwithSCE,
forallbuttheVulcanplant,
8 production
wells and 4 tojectton wells; the J.J. Elmore plant has
8production
wells and 4 injection wells; and the Leathers plant
will have about the some number of wells as the other plants,

calls for a fuTn capacity
of 34 megawatts
reading of 38 megawatts.
The Vulcan power
megawatts,
net, of electriciUj,

A

and a nameplate
plant produces
32

Heber Binary Demonstration Plant:
Second Law Assessment
of Low-Power Tests

[ntroduct]

on

not been
analyzed.
I have
selected
days on which the plant was av_labie
100 percent of the time and in which the maximum
output was 20 megawatts or greater (a total of 22 days),
along with a random sample of 16 other days having
100 percent availability but with outputs of below 20
megawatts. The best period of operation was from May
4-19, 1986 -- a total of 16 consecutive days within the
22-day period mentioned previously.

All the data
have
those
data for all

The Heber Binary Project involves the world's largest
power plant of its type -- a 65-megawatt, net, geothermal plant that has been described in a series of reports
and technical articles. 1,4,5 The project sponsors and
contributors include: the U.S. Dept. of Energy, Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI), California Dept. of
Water Resources, Imperial Irrigation District, Southern California Edison Co., San Diego Gas & Electric
Co., State of California, Magma Energy Co. Inc., and
Pacific Gas and Electric Co.

HEBER BINARY DEMONSTRATIONPLANT
Netpoweroutput/Exergy
input
NET
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The results

Ormesa
wells.

I, a project
The binary

of Ormesa
power

plant

Geothermal,
was

is a 30-megawatt

constructed

by Welsh

geothermal

power

Construction

plant

Company,

with 26 Ormat Energy

a subsidiory

Converter

of Guy F. Atkinson

OrmesaIE is a btnarygeothermalpowerplant,
EastMesaGe_thermalRes_cesArazTheprojectwent_nlineinSe_tember1987andincl_des_1pr_ducttonwellsand6injecti_n
of Ormesa
I in the East Mesa Geothermal

units

in the

Company.

Resources

Area.

Ormesa IE went on line in December 1988. The power
which

includes

megawatts,
and

10 Ormat Energy Converter units,
net, ofelectrlcity.
Fourgeothermalproduction

3 injection

wells are included

plant,
generates
8

wells

in theprojecL

and low-power

testing

have

been reported by EPRI in Special Report AP-S240-SR.I
It is not the intent of thls article to restate the results
the

and an extension

of start-up

plant's

performance

during

the

tests.

This

10
5

rate, heat input,
availability, plant

_rmesa__isa2__megawati_binaryge_thermalp_werplantthatbegangeneratingelectricityfr_mm_derate_temperaturege_thermal
fluid in March 1988. The geothermal
power plant is also in the East Mesa Geothermal
Resources
culmination

era development

Nine production
and injection
the project is a self-contained
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partnership

between

Orrnat Energy

wells were drilled and tested
power plant of 1.2 megawatts,

Systems,

for the power

Ine. and Herbert
planL

Each

Area.

International,

of the 20 Ormat

7he power

plant

is the

Inc.

Energy

number of wells in service, plant
maximum capacity, gross and net

used

in
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Second Law Analysis
The Second Law approach to plant performance
centers on the maximum theoretical output associated
withagiveninputstreamofgeofluid.
This is ealled the
exergy, and is found from the following equation:
E = m[h I - h a- To(S1- so)l,

electricity production, brine utilization, heat rate, and
wet-bulb temperature.
Although the brine inlet and
outlet temperatures
are not quoted for each day, it is

where m is the mass flow rate of geofluid, h_ and s_ are
the ge0fluid inlet enthalpy and entropy, Tois the absolute temperature of the available heat sink (in this case,

stated that the inlet temperature
varied from 360 ° to
0
0
364°F (182.8 to 184.4 C), and the outlet temperature
was
150°F (65.6°C). In this analysi s, I have adopted
362°F (183.3°C) as the average brine inlet tempera-

the wet-bulb temperature),
and h o and s o are the enthalpy and entropy of the geofluid evaluated at T o. To
a very good approximation,
hoand so can betaken at
by Dr. Ronald DiPippo
Mechanical
Engineering

ture.
Converters

-_ -

20

interest because the plant was limited to no greater
than 25.5 megawatts, gross, output due to low brine
few.
of whether
could have
of that The
report,question
but rather
to offer the
an plant
interpretation
of

SpecIal ReportAP-5240-SR
contains tables ofdailytest
results for the period of December 8, 1985 through
June 26, 1986. For each of the 201 days in the test
period, the following data are listed: brine mass flow

%

25................

16

Test Results

EFFICiENO¥,

so.............................

is of

achieved its design power output and efficiency had it
been supplied with the design
brine
flow can
be
addressed
using thermodynamic
Second Law concepts, i.e., through the use of exergy. =,s

UTILIZATION

I. 4.5

Superior figures
refer to a list of Selected
the end of the article.
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University
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saturated

liquid conditions.

The net utilization efficiency is simply the ratio of the
net power output (i•e•, gross power minus all parEsitics including brine well-pumping power) to the exergy:

•...........................................................................................................................................................................
Work on the line began in the summer of 1987• Irby
Construction
Company of Jackson, Mississippi, was

California; Del Ranch, Ltd.: Desert Power Company;
Elmore, Ltd.; Earth Energy, Inc.; GEO East Mesa No. 2,
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Inc.; GEO East Mesa No. 3, Inc.; Heber Geothermal
Company; Magma Power Company; Ormesa Geothermal; Ormesa Geothermal II; Union Oil Company of
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The figure shows a plot off,versus

the maximum

gross

power for the 38 test points selected for analysis• The
curve is a second-order,
least-squares
fit to the data;
the correlation equation is:

According

to the correlation,

there is a threshold

of 8.3

megawatts that must be exceeded before the plant can
produce any net power• The dashed portion of the
curve is an extrapolation
to the design gross power of
65 megawatts.
At that value, the correlation predicts
an efficiency of 30.5 percent (large circle)•
We may compare this predicted value to the design
value based on full brine flow of 7.5 million lbm/h (945
kg/s):
the exergy input under design conditions is
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Selected

1. Berning, J., Bigger, J.E., and Fishbaugher,
J•,
Heber Binary-Cycle Geothermal Demonstration
Power
Plant: Start-up and Low-Power Testing, EPRI Spec.
Rep. AP-5240-SR, October 1987•

2. DiPippo, R., "Exergy Analysis of Combined
ity and Direct-Heat Geothermal Flash-Steam

ElectricPlants",

30.5 percent.

3. DiPippo, R. and Marcille, D.F., "Exergy Analysis of
Geothermal Power Plants", GRC Trans. v. 8, 1984, pp.
47-52•

plant perform-

v. 1 I, 1987, pp. 411-416•

ance based on low-power test data agrees with the
design performance at full brine flow• This would imply
that the Heber plant should be able to achieve its

4. Lacy, R.G. and Nelson, T,T., "Heber Binary Project:
Binary Cycle GeothermaI Demonstration
Power Plant",

design

Proc. EighthAnnuaIGeoth.Conf.

rating

when

the production

facilities

are ex-

line was financed

by 14 geothermal

companies,
whose parUcipation
was based on the
amount of line-capacity
they expect to use.
The 14
participants
are: Chevron Geothermal
Company of

California; Vulean/BN
Geothermal Power Company;
and Western Power Group, Unit II, Inc. All sell electricity to SCE under Standard Offer No. 4 contracts•

GRI-Mission Energy Partners in

(PortEnd,

East

interest being acquired from GEO's interest in Gem,
Inc. The East Mesa geothermal project in which the
Mission subsidiary
acquired a 50 percent interest
includes:

Mesa

On December

6, 1988, Geothermal

subsidiary, Gem. Inc.. has formed
ship with awholly-owned
subsidiary

Referel'it, es

GRC Trans.,

we find that the extrapolated

The transmission
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147.43 megawatts; the design net power output is 45
megawatts; thus, the design Second Law efficiency is

Therefore,

the contractor.

and Workshop,

EPRI

Resources

InternE-

a limited partnerof Mission Energy

Company, an indirect subsidiary of SCEeorp (the parentcompanyofSouthemCallfomiaEdisonCompany),
under which the Mission Energy subsidiary has become a 50 percent owner of the East Mesa geothermal
project and an equal general partner in the GEO East
Mesa Limited Partnership,
which includes the 37megawatt geothermal power-generating
facility (GEM
1) currently under construction and the existing
megawatt McCabe geothermal power-generatton
ity.

13.4fact-

According to GEO's Chief Executive Officer Ronald P.
Baldwin. the Mission subsidiary acquired its 50 percent interest in the partnership
for an amount greater
than one half of GEO's actual equity contribution
to
date. which totals about $44 million.

- about

Oregon), with the balance

4,200 acres of geothermal

of its 50 percent

leaseholds;

. two 25-megawatt contract-eapacity,
long-term power
sales Standard Offer No. 4 contracts with Southern
Callfomia

Edison Company

(SCE); and

• the 13.4-megawatt
B.C. McCabe power plant currently providing electrical power to SCE under a longterm Standard Offer No. 4 contract.
According

to Baldwin,

since GEO began work on the

East Mesa project in April 1987, 11 wells have been
drilled. These are expected to provide enough geothermal water to supply over 50 percent of the total
geothermal water required for the GEM 1 facility that
Mitsubishi Intematlonal
Corporation designed and is
constructing.
Construction
of the GEM 1 facility is
substantiallyonschedule.withabout80percentofthe

BaldwinsaidthatthesaleoftheequityintheEastMesa

power plant

Baldwin said that in the event the East Mesa geothermal project expands its power generation capacity up
to an additional 36 megawatts,
the Mission Energy

panded to full capacity. It must be noted, however, that
the test results were achieved using a brine outlet

Rep. AP-3686,

Aug. 1984, pp. 2. I-2•6•

geothermal project is an initial step towards a financial
solution to GEO's current cash flow needs, and is part

temperature
that was lower (i.e., more favorable) than
design -- 150 _ versus 160°F (65.6 _ versus 71.1°C).
Furthermore,
someoftheexcess
cooling tower capacity

5. Nelson, T.T., "Heber Binary Project", GRC Trans. v.
11, 1987, pp. 459-463•

of an overall financial restructuring
plan the company
has undertaken
since August 1988.

thatwas available during the low-power tests was used
to achieve maximum cooling in the hydrocarbon
condenser• This allowed for alower turbine backpressure,
which also improved the performance.

6. Willett, R.F., Bickerstaffe, J.A., and Flower, J,E.,
"Heber Double-Flash Geothermal Power Plant: A FastTrack Project", PrEc. Eighth Annual Geoth. Conf. and
Workshop, EPRI Rep. AP-3686, Aug. 1984. pp. 2.72.19•

To complete

subsidiary
the transaction,

the Mission Energy sub-

construction

completed.

has an option to participate

which includes
interest.

providing

funding

in this project.
for a 50 percent

sidiary purchased
all of the interest in the East Mesa
geothermal
project held by PaciflCorp Credit, Inc.

Geothermal Helps SCEcorp Earnings
New Imperial Valley Power Line
The Imperial Irrigation District placed its new 104mile, 230kVtransmissionlinein
servicelnthelmperial
Valley on September 14, 1988. The power line, with a
rated capacity of 600 megawatts, transmits electricity
generated at geothermal power plants. The line runs
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from the Midway Substation near Niland to Southern
California Edison's (SCE) Coachella Substation
near
Indio. ThesouthemportionofthelinewiUrunfromthe
Highline Substation east of Holtville to Midway, and is
expected to be in service in November 1988. A lesser
feeder line will run between Heber and the Highline
Substation.

DIVISIONOF OILANDGAS

SCEcorp, the parent company of Southern California
Edison Company, announced
another record year of
earnings
for 1988. according to Howard P. Allen,
chairman of the board and chief executive officer. Mr.
Allen stated that the earnings increase was particularly
noteworthy becauseitwas
achieved despite a reducGEOTHERMAL
HOTLINE

lion by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)
in the utility's 1988 authorized
return on common
equity.
'_e reduction, by itself, would have lowered earnings
33 cents per share." he said. "but the company overcame this through
tight controls
on operating
69

III
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expenses, approval by the CPUC of expense levels that
more accurately reflect Edison's costs, a CPUC award
for favorable
coal plant operating
performance,

:gher

and
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Allen reported that 1988 earnings per share for SCEcorp's nonutility subsidiaries (the Mission Group) were
35 cents or 10 percent of total SCEcorp earnings,
compared with 19 cents or 6 percent for 1987. Nonu-

SCEcorp

and

tility earnings were 84 percent greater than in 1987,
with earnings growth being achieved in each nonutility
business ....
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COSO

Update,

November

1988

power plant will be on llne at the end of 1988, generating 48 megawatts, net, of electricity. Eight production

operation
"Navy Power
in Plant
July No.
1987,I, Unit
the first
No. 1,
of began
nine power
commercial
plant

wells and
power
plant.3 injection
Work is wells
underway
have on
been
a fourth
drilled injection
for the

unitsplanuedbyCaliforniaEnergyCompany(CEC}for
its Coso Geothermal
Project," said Charles

well.

C0ndy,

officer of CEC. "As

"Construction
started
on a one-turbine
powerin
plant,
BLM West,haswhich
is scheduled
for completion

of
May 5,hours
1988, ofUnit
No. 1 had
millionin
kilowatt
electricity
and generated
earned $13167
million

July orAugust 1989 on land leased from the BLM. The
plant will generate 30 megawatts, net, of electrieity.

board chairman

and chlefexecutive

gross project revenues,"

he stated.

,_sl___t;;_ii___
egee_?_oalo _eraPr°'
____
p
.... _-,'_"*_
..........
tion, the sale of
industrial property by Mission Land, increased construction activity by Mission Power Engineering, and a
fullyearofoperationforMissionFirstFinancial,"Allen
said.

Four produetion wens have been drilled, and drilling is
underway for 2 additional production wens. No injection wells have been designated for the power plant,"
Moore concluded.
Navy Power Plant No. 2 wfll have three units, UnitsNo.
4, 5, and 6. In December 1988. the California Energy
Commission issued a Small Power Plant Exemption for
the three units. Construction will begin in early 1989.
In November 1988, well drilling for Navy Power Plant

Agree to Merge

No. 2 was still in the exploratory stage: 3 production
wells had been drilled and no injection wells."

On November 30, 1988, SCEcorp announced that the
boards of directors of both SCEcorp and San Diego Gas

Allen indicated that the San Diego operations
of the
merged utility win continue to operate as a division,

& Electric Company (SDG&E) have approved a def'mltive agreement to merge SDG&E into Southern California Edison Company, the electric utility subsidiary of

retaining the name San Diego Gas & Electric Company
for at least two years following the merger.

Navy Power Plant No. i, December
Califomla Energy Company.

SCEcarp.
"SCEcorp's board acted a week ago and
SDG&E's board acted today," said Howard P. Allen,
chairman
and chief executive officer of SCEcorp.
"Approval by the shareholders
of both companies is
required for the proposed transaction,"
Allen added.

The agreement provides that SDG&E chairman, president, and chief executive officer Thomas A. Page will
become vice chairman and a director of SCEcorp, and
president of the SDG&E division and a director of
Southern California Edison Company.
In addition to
Page, three other members
of the current SDG&E
board will join the SCEcorp board of directors,

"Construction
on Units 2 and 3 of Navy Power Plant No.
1 began in March 1988. These two power plant units
are scheduled to go on line in November 1988," said
Jim Moore, Senior Vice President, Exploration,
for
CEC. "Together, the three units in Power Plant No. 1
will generate 80 megawatts, net. TWenty production
wells and 5 injection wens have been drilled for the
units.

"For SCEcorp shareholders,
SDG&E offers a service
territory with greater projected
growth rates than
Edison's, and a better customer mix that provides more
stable revenues," Allen said. '_l]]e merger offers the
potential for operational savings of at least $I00 raillion, which can help keep electric rates down.
'_he combination also offers a number of operational
benefits. These include use of current excess generating capacity on the Edison system, more efficient
operations and greater economies of scale, direct access to existing and potential generation in Mexico,
Iowercoststoprovideservicetonewlydevelopingareas
in South Orange County, and reduced need for capital
expenditures
in the future,
"Consummation
of the merger, which is expected in
late 1989 or early 1990, also is subject to approval by
the California Public Utilities Commlsston, the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission, and other regulatory
authorities."
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i 2, 1988. Photos courtesy

of

The combined utflitywill be the largest investor-owned
electric utility in the United States, with $8.2 billion
annual revenues, 4.8 million customers,
81.2 billion
annual kilowatt hour sales, and assets of $17.7 billion.
Its service territory will comprise 54,100 square miles,

PowerPlantBLMEas_

All four power plants include a new, noncondensable
gas reinjection system that reduces noncondensable
gas emissions to about I percent of those produced by
comparable coal-burning electrical generation plants.

'_rhe new, combined utility should become the crown
Jewel of the electric utility industry.
It will have
excellent growth potential,
economic diversity, and
balance," Allen stated.
Allen reiterated his earlier promise that Edison will File
a request with the California lh_b!ic Utilities Commlssion for a l0 percent decrease in residential rates in
SDG&E's service territory within six months of the
completion of the merger of the two utilities. The rate
decrease would be separate
from whatever rate increases or decreases
SDG&E makes independently
because of changes in fuel and purchased power costs,

DIVISIONOFOILANDGAS

December 15, 1988.

Power Plant BLM Eas_ December 15, 1988.

Carl Austin, head of the Geothermal Program, Naval
Weapons Center, described the Coso geothermal reservoir. He said thatamaJor
upwelling zone in the Coso
reservoir rises vertically to the main argillic seal and
then turns and moves to the north. Navy Power Plant
No. 1 is on this northern extension. Navy Power Plant
No. 2 and the BLM power plants are above the vertical
upwening zon e.

"Construction
has almost ended on BLM East, a twoturbine power plant on lands leased from the Bureau
of Land Management
(BLM)." Moore added.
'_rhls

Geothermal wells at Coso have been completed with
temperatures
over 700°F an d operating
wellhead
temperatures
of 480OF,

GEOTHERMAL
HOTLINE
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In November 1988. 1,900 people were employed at
Coso in power plant construction
and well drilling
projects.
The number is expected to drop to around
1,000 people by the end of 1988, and to remain at that
level until 1990.

CEC has completed negotiations with Credit Suisse for
a$306millionpmJectfmancingagreement,
underwritten by a financing group recently expanded to include
Union Bank of Switzerland, NatWest USA, Manufacturer's Hanover Trust Co., Security Pacific National
Bank, and the Royal Bank of Canada.

AllnineunitsatCosoareexpectedtobecompletedand
on line by the end of 1989, generating a total of:.230
megawatts.
Gross revenue will equal about $200
million a year. The project's electrical output will be
purchased by Southern California Edison under three
long-term contracts of 24- to 30-years' duration,

The Credit Suisse financing package, together with a
$30 million corporate financing package raised through
Merrill Lynch Capital Markets, an earlier private placement of a $3.1 million companydebenture,
and the $16
million of proceeds from the company's initial public
offering, brings the total capital investment in CEC to
$355 million.

OTHER

NEVADA
Steamboat Geothermal I Plant Expanded
In September
1988, Ormat Energy Systems, Inc. began work on its Steamboat Geothermal
IA Project in
Steamboat Springs, Nevada. This expansion
of the
Steamboat Geothermal I Power Plant (see June 1988
GeothermaIHotLine)
was finished in late 1988, and the
power plant acceptance
test was completed in early

Ormat
award

watts, gross, of electricity
water prior to injection.

thermal I Power Plant. The nonpoIIuting,
7.4 megawatt, gross, binary power project has operated since

installed

to ensure

by using the geothermal
An air-cooling
system is

zero environmental

impact.

has Energy
receivedInnovation
the U.S. for
Dept.
of Energy
for
its Steamboat

1988
Geo-

1985.

Stillwater Geothermal I Project Loan
aOrmatEnergySystems,
construction
loan forlnc.announcedithasreceived
the Stillwater Geothermal
Project near Fallon, Nevada.

I

The
17-megawatt,
air-cooled
expected
to be in fullgross,
operation
by the power
second plant
quarter is
of 1989, and selling power to Sierra Pacific Power
Company under a 30-year contract,

Coming Soon:

RFP

for

Geothermal
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uses fuel oil to generate
electricity.

stration geothermal power plant on Hawaii has supplied to Hawaii Electric Light Company about 2 mega,
watts, enough to service about 2,000 homes.

is
to

I

of the existing Geother-

to our environment
than electrical production
from
fossil fuels."
The governor's position has received

geothermal
permitting procedures
and funded
thermal exploration and reservoir analysis.

from the Legislature.

'

energy altemative

to fuel oll for

dependence

on fuel oil.

Since 1982, HECO has been the prime contractor of the
Hawaii Deep Water Cable Project, which is funded
jointly by the U.S. Department of Energy and the State
Department

Although geothermal

cally and electrically

energy could notbe

transmitted

GEOTHERMAL
HOTLINE

geo-

The export of large amounts of electricity from the Big
Island to Oahu has been studied for years and is
believed to be the best way to reduce the state's

load needs of our utilities in satisfying our customers'
needs," Williamson said. "Successful
completion of
thisprojectwouldbeasignillcantcontributi0ntowards
making Hawaii more secure and less vulnerable to the
uncertainties
of the world oil market."

to Oahu until around 1995, the RFP will be issued this
year to allow HECO to consider other alternatives if the
response to the RFP shows that economical geothermal
electricity will not be available by then.

i

and demon-

Early in 1988, the Govemor's Advisory Committee on
the Geothermal/Cable
project, chaired by former Hawaii
Governor William F. Quinn, endorsed geothermal energy
astechnicallyfeasibleinHawaii.
The State Legislature,
at about the same time, consolidated and streamlined

"Without question, geothermal energy is the best nearterm renewable energy alternative to meet the base-

t

The RFP calls for development

research

"Hawaii's energy outlook requires positive action now,"
said Governor John Waihee. '%Veare fortunate to have
our own natural resource for electricity on a commereial scale around the clock, and the technology for
using it -- a mature, proven technology-- better suited

arrangeOrmatwill
the balance
of the equity and thedevelop
long-term
debt.
eonstructthepowerplant,
the
field, and operate and maintain the project under a
long-term contract,

D/VISIONOFOILAND GAS

Since 1982, a small, state-owned

mal Resource Subzones in the Kilauea East Rift Zone of
the Big Island's Puna District, where the demonstration plant is located. This subzone is believed to have
the largest geothermal resource in the island chain.

awaU s best renewable
generating electricity.

Economic Dev.
P.o. Box 2359
Honolulu,
Hawaii 96804
{808) 548-4020

in 1988 ofl26megawatts.

Driven by near-total dependence
on oil imports for its
energy, Hawaii has included increased
energy selfsufficiency as an objective,

H

in Hawaii

The geothermal energy resource on the Island of Hawaii,
the "Big Island," has been estimated to be at least 500
megawatts,
far more than can be utilized on that
island. Hawaii Electric Light Company, HECO's electric utility subsidiary that serves the Big Island, had a

bly Maui, as well.

HECO President Harwood D. Williamson said geothermal energy has long been seen by his company as

by Gerald Lesperance
Dept. of Planning and

of its

peakdemand

The $36 million loan was provided by Bankers Trust
Company and Inc.
Bank
of Nova Scotia.
Development,
(a Baltimore
Gas and Constellation
Electric subsidlary) will provide the utility equity. Bankers Trust
Company, acting as the f'mancial advisor to Ormat, will

Energy

more than 90 percent

flnaneeanddevelopthegeothermalenergyresourceon
the Island of Hawaii, and to transmit electricity from
the resource by underwater
cable to Oahu, and possi-

support

HAWAII

The State of Hawaii and Hawaiian Electric Company
(HECO) have announced
plans to seek proposals to
develop one of the world's most innovative electrical
generation and transmission
projects.

Successfulcompletionofthepmjectwouldsatisfywith
geothermal energy a major portion of Oahu's electrical
demand, and reduce annual oil imports to the island
state by millions of barrels. Oahu accounts for about
80 percent of the state's electrical consumption,

Selection of the developer of the project, which
expected to cost in excess of $1.7 billion, is expected
be made by the end of 1990.

The new project, which is to be owned by Far West
Capital of Midvale, Utah, will sell electricity to Sierra
Pacific Power Company under a long-term power purchase contract and will be operated by Ormat Energy
Systems, along with the existing Steamboat Geothermal I Power Plant.

January
1989. Thethat
IA Power
Plantan includes
energy converters
generate
additionaltwo2 Ormat
mega-

Much of the United States began converting from oil to
other fuels for electrical generation in the 1970's in
reaction to the OPEC off embargo, but Hawaii's midPacific isolation has prolonged the state's near-total
dependence on fuel oil. Although the national average
for oil-flred electrical generation is 5.5 percent, Hawaii

The request for proposals (RFP) will be issued in early
May 1989. The project calls for a private consortium to

STATES

WESTERN

Thegoalistodevelop500megawattsofelectricityfrom
geothermal energy on the Island of Hawaii and transmit it by underwater cable to other islands in the state,
primarily to heavily populated
Oahu, a distance of
about 270 miles,

of Business

and Economic

Development.

A 6,000-foot electric cable of a type that could be
deployed between the islands was manufactured
in
1987. Laboratorytestingofthe
cablewas concluded in
October 1988, and the cable was found to be mechanisound.

At-sea testing of deployment and retrieval procedures
using a surrogate, nonelectric cable will begin during
the last three months of 1989 in the Alenuihaha
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Channel

between

the Islands

of Hawaii

and

Maul

cable route between
the Blg Island and Oahu would
about 7,000 feet, in tlle AIenuihaha
Channel.

be

The cable will be the longest
and deepest
electrical
power cable in the world.
The deepest
portion of the

Ormat Completes Hawaiian Purchase
Ormat

Energy-

Systems,

Energy's
75 percent
in Hawaii.
Ormat

Inc.

interest
acquired

has

purchased

Mm_'us

in the Puna Joint Venture
25 percent
of the Same

Venture

from Amfac

Energy

in March

intention of developing a 30-megawatt
plant on the Island of Hawaii.

1988,

with

geethermal

the

power

Hawaiian Direct-Heat Grants Encourage Geothermal Creativity
The

Hawaiian

Community

Geothermal

Technology

Now, with

the experimental

and

precommercial

work

Program
is unique.
Under its auspices,
heat and other
by-products
of Hawaii's
high-temperature
HGP-A geothermal
well and power plant are not wasted.
Instead,
they form the backbone
of a direct-heat
grant program

completed,
most of the original grantees
are looking for
ways to continue
their projects
on a commercial
scale
by studying
the economics
of using geothermal
heat in
.a full-scale
business
and researching
pbtentJal
m_-

that reaches

kets.

into the local community

community
members
to develop
thermal
energy.
A by-product
broadened
local base of support

and encourages

creative uses for geeof this approach
is a
for geothermal
energy

A geothermal

research

center.

Inspired

by this

"mini-park"

success,

additional

entrepreneurs

Four small businesses
and one artistic
partnership
werethefirstprogramparticipants.
Beginningin
1986
with grants of up to $10,000
at the Puna Geothermal
Research
Center, the grantees
experimented
with food

by Andrea GilI Beck
Fte/d Representative, Hawaii Energy Extension
Depa of Buslness and Economic Development
Hilo Lagoon Centre Annex Bldg.
101 AupunfSC, #214
Hilo, Hawaii 96720

......

expressed

near

researchers

development,

drying,
lumber
drying,
greenhouse-bottom
cloth dyeing, and glass-making
projects.

have

may be built

an interest

the

and

in developService

heating,
Portions of this article are reprlntedfrom the Geothermal Resources
Council "Transactions", vol. 12, 1988.

_._:

Omamentalpalms
in this experimentalgreenhouse,
operated by
James ("Chris"} Downing of Leilani Foliage, germinate more
readily and grow faster with a geothenrv_ bottom-heatlng systerr_
ingdirect-heat

geothermalprojects.

Some oft he

largest
agricultural
businesses
have visited
search center to discuss
cooperative
ventures
grantees.

state's
the rewith the

Second Grant Phase
In 1988, a second round of projects was funded under
the program.
This time, the funding limit was $15,000.
Five projects were selected
from 11 applications;
work
will begin in the summer
of 1988 and run for 1 year.
The five new projects
are:
• Geothermal
Aquaculture
Project,-an experiment
with low-cost propagation
of catfish species in geothermally heated
tanks with a biofllter;

::: :::

_

• Media Steam Sterilization
and Drying,-an application of raw geothermal
steam
to shredded,
locallyavailable
materials
such
as coconut
husks,
which
would

be used

as certified

nursery

growing

media;

• Bottom-Heating
System Using Geothermal
Power for
Propagation,-a continuation
of Leilani Foliage's
project from the first round
of grants,
focusing
on new
species

of ornamental
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B_Irwin{lefOandDenverLeaman,
partners in the woodworking
firm
of Kinggeothermally
Koa, check aheated
charg kiln.
e of lumber in their computerControlled,

DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS

• Electro-deposition
of Minerals
in Geothermal
Brine,aresearchprojectaimed
atdeterminingthenatureand
possible utility of minerals
deposited
from the hot fluid,

GEOTHERMAL HOT LINE

C,eothe_
Beck,
Andrea
Communitysamples of hand-dyed
Technology
Program
administrator, inspecting
silk treate_
with
raw geothermal steam.

palms;

• Silica Bronze,-the use of geothermal
silica as a refactory material in casting bronze artwork; and
Peter Allen, owner of Papaya Products of Hawat_ scropes
geothermolly
papayafrultpowder
of the powder dehydrated
and samplesgreen
of dried
s/ices off
aretrays.
on theBottles
table
infront ofhin_

Norman Miller {seated) and Bill Irwin, grantees of the "Hawaii
Glass ProJecL" making glass from their formula incorporating
geothermal silica.

History of the Puna Geothermal

Research Center
In November
1986, ownership
of the Hawaiian
Geothermal
Project
-- Abbott (HGP-A) weU, power plant,
and adjacent
facilities-_was
transferred
from the UIS.
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Department
of Energy to the State of Hawaii. Today,
the geothermal power plant is operated by the public
Natural Energy Laboratory of Hawaii (NELH).

laboratory consists of a 40' x 80' semi-enclosed
concrete test pad, graded land outside the laboratory
building, a chemistry laboratory, and an office.

as deposition and corrosion, and their effects on the
costs of investment, operation, and maintenance,

8. Institutional, financial, and owner or executor evaluation of geothermal projects.

5. Methodology

"Using these documents,

NELH's four-acre Puna geothermal
facility encompasses not only the HGP-A well, power plant, and
visitor center, but the state's only geothermal directheat research laboratory, called Noi'i O Puna, or the
Puna Geothermal Research Center.

The resources available at Noi'i O Puna include: highpressure geothermal water (160 psig at 370°F); lowpressure
geothermal water (15 psig at 250°F); lowpressure steam (15 psla at 250°F); and hot potable
water (50 psig at 210°F}. Compressed air, electricity
(480 vac single- and three-phase;
240 vac single- and
three-phase;
and 120 vac single-phase),
and a mechanteal shop are also available.

of electrical generation when geothermal projects are
candidates for such action. Description of the expansion plan of least cost. [NOTE: The planning methodologies are used for the feasibility studies (with risk
analysis) and for the studies of investments in geothermal plants, which include the field development.]

As a public facility, Noi'i O Puna is available for both
publicly- and privately-funded
research, development,
demonstration,
and commercialization
projects. The

m
WORLDWIDE

and study for planning

the expansion

7 Economic evaluation ofdirect-usegeothermal
projects for a benefit-cost analysis (economic profitability).

LATIN AMERICA

should

be able to decide howgeothermal
development looks as
an investment option in any interested country's specific situation.
We hope to incorporate United States'
expertise into the document-preparation
phase of the
activities," said Mr. Calderon.
"In 1990, when

6. Economic evaluation of geothermal projects, using
the results of the planning methods indicated before,
but in a different form, according to the level of the
geothermal project that is discussed,

the energy planners

all the

documents

are

ready,

our

technology transfer activities begin. There will be two
seminars and one course offered to energy managers
and engineers from Latin American countries interested in developing geothermal energy. These events
will probably be undertaken at OLADE headquarters
in
Quito, Ecuador," he concluded.

New Geothermal Plans for Latin America
"People have preconceived
notions that geothermal
energyis expensive and risky," said Gustavo Calderon,
chief, Non-Conventional
Energy Section, Inter-Ameri-

and Guides'. The foundation of the program will be a
series of guides documenting each phase ofa geothermal project, beginning with the prefeasibility and fea-

can Development Bank. 'This is wrong,
energy really improves
the
flexibility of a country's power
generation
mix and lowers
energy expansion costs,

sibility studies

"Even in a country like Costa
Rica with high hydroelectrical potential
and Iow-eost
developments,
geothermal
power generation
has been
found financially
and economicallyjustifiable.
Calcuiations with standard
economie models
show this.

Geothermal

bling blocks
agers.
Geo[;fsel'IIl_[
poz/)e/"

Latin

American

engineers
countries,

_e/ze/'/_t/o/_

many

national

energy

managers do not. This is a real stumbling block in the
development of geothermal energy in Latin America,"
he said. '*To help get the word out: the Inter'American
Development
Bank is considering a new program in
....
conjunctionwlth
the Organizacion Latinoamencana
de
Energi'a (OLADE), tiffed 'Preparation
of Geothermal
Projects for International
Financing:
Methodologies
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ten. The chapters to be written will describe how to undertake the following activities:

y//st_f/_b[e,

might know this, but in

for energy man-

iz_ "Portions of the guide have al• ready
been
prepared
by
OLADE, but most are unwrit-

/3 fl_/_/T/C/_[ly

Besides economic benefits,
geothermal energy adds flexibllity to energypackages.
It's
good to have it in dry years or during unforeseen
events. GeothemlaI energy is also more environmentally benign than hydroelectrical
projects with large
reservoirs," Mr. Calderon continued.
"Now, geothermal

and moving through power plant construction and expansion. This
is necessary because geothermal projects involve relatively
unknown
technologies
and
practices ... two major stum-

1. An evaluation of the probable energy potential of a geothermal field at the time of reconnaissance,
prefeasibility, and feasibility work.
2. Mathematical models for the simulation of reservoir
behavior at various stages and levels of exploitation,
with the goal of defining the usable capacity in the
known area.
3. Environmental
aspects that must be considered
each stage of a project's development.
4. Other special factors that will be considered,
by SusanF.

Central American Electrical Interconnection
A technical cooperation
grant of $2.25 million, designed to strengthen
the capacity of Central American
countries to operate their regional interconnected
electrical system, was announced
by the Inter-American
Development Bank (IDB}.

inelectricpowerintegrationthroughbilateralinterconnections, many financed with the help of the IDB. The
Nicaragua-Honduras
interconnectlonbegan
to operate
in 1976; the Nicaragua-Costa
Rica interconnection
in
1982; and, in 1986, the interconnected
HondurasNicaragua-Costa
Rica-Panama
system was finished

The grant, extended from the bank's Fund for Special
Operations, will help improve the capacity of the region's electric power companies to achieve economical,
safe operation of the interconnected
electric power
systems.Thefundswillalsobeusedtofinanceregional
studies of the accords, procedures,
regulations,
and

with the completion of the Costa Rica-Panama
link.
Also in 1986, the Costa Rica-Panama connection and
the Guatemala-El
Salvador connections
were completed as separate subsystems.
In 1986, an agreement
was signed to undertake
feasibility studies for an
electrical interconnection
between El Salvador and

supervisory
mechanisms
for the system,
program development and data bases.

Honduras.

as well as

Through
Six national companies will participate in the program,
They include the Instituto Costarricense
de Electricidad (ICE); the Comision Ejecutiva Hidroelectrica
del
Rio Lempa (CEL) of El Salvador; the Instituto Nacional
de Electrificacion
(INDE) of Guatemala;
the Empresa
Nacional de Energia Electrica (ENEE) of Honduras; the
Instituto Nicaraguense de Energia (INE) and the Instituto de Recursos Hidraulicos y Electrlflcacion (IRHE) of
Panama. The project will be coordinated by the ICE; its
total cost is estimated at $3.3 million ....

such

The electrical

power systems
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interconnected

countries

have been exchanging
energy under bilateral contracts, which have been complemented by multilateral
agreements.
The system has become more complex as
the number of interconnected
countries has increased
and new hydroelectrical
plants have come on stream.
Such complexity has highlighted deficiencies in the
exchange mechanisms,
in the mechanisms
of analysis
and integrated cooperation, and in planning methodologies.

Mild
of the Central American

to plan not only the economical

countries were developed independently.
Over the last
few years, however, important strides have been made

Hodgson

these

To optimize the benefits of a system of electrical power
exchange among the various Central American sys,
tems, the countries' capacities must be strengthened

in

Backgro

the years,

OperatiOn Of their

systems, but also the legal, institutional,
and technica!
frameworks for carrying out the electrical exchanges.
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GREAT BRITAIN

CANADA
Geothermal Resources of the Alberta Plains
Formation waters of the Alberta Plains are inventoried
in a new report prepared for the Renewable Energy
Branch, Energy, Mines, and Resources, Canada. The
report, tiffed Geothermal
Resources
of the Alberta
Plains, is written for those contemplating
using the
waters as sources of geothermal
energy. Water ternperatures, salinities, depths, and the reservoir capacities of the enclosing rocks are included.

2. Many hydrocarbon exploratory wells are cased and
tested before they are found incapable of producing oil
or gasineconomicalquantities.
At thispoint, the usual
industry practice is to plug and abandon such wells.
To avoid such costs, an oil opemtor might be willing to
turn the well over to a party interested in exploiting the
geothermal resources penetrated
by the wen.
3. Some unsuccessful

From geological information and preexisting temperature and gradient data, 21 maps were drawn often rock
units and the enclosed fluids. Although some previous
site-specific inventories of the geothermal resources of
the Alberta Plains have been made, the studyis the first
comprehensive
survey,

British Electricity Monopoly May Be Sold

exploratory

hydrocarbon

OnDecember
I, 1988, BritishPrimeMinisterMargaret
Thatcher submitted legislation to sell the electricity
monopoly.
The sale of the power-generating
and
distribution
system in England and Wales is to be
completed by mid-1991.
Two eompanies would be set
upinSeotland;Northemlrelandwouldnotbeaffected.

wells

are never fully cased. Instead, they are plugged and
abandoned after logging and testing is completed. The
operators of such wells maybewilling
to assign interest
in the well to a geothermal operator, who would then
completely case the hole and use the resource,

The Hot Dry Rock Project at Cornwall

The sedimentary envelope of the Alberta Plains ranges
in thickness from zero in the northeastem
eomer ofthe

4. Even successful hydrocarbon wells have a finite life.
When they are no longer capable of producing oll and
natural gas at economical rates, they still may be

"Cornwall's
hot dry rocks could generate sufficient
electricity to maintain the needs of the South West in
the next century."
That was the optimistic message
given by Energy Minister Michael Spicer on March 3,
1988, when he announced
additional funding of 8.15
million pounds to take the geothermal hot dry rock

province to nearly 5000 meters along the edge of the
disturbed belt in the southwestern
comer. Tempera-

capable of producing hot water for geothermal
poses. The water may come from the hydrocarbon

research program, centered at the Camborne project in
Cornwall, on to a further stage of development.

ture gradients
(degrees Celsius per kilometer) range
from over 45 to less than 10 and average about 30.

or from another zone penetrated by the well. Perhaps
a geothermal operator would be interested in buying

Although no highly anomalous
hot spots have been
identified to date, many excellent aquifers are present,
Water at temperatures
suitable for many purposes is
readily available. The water generally contains considerable amounts of dissolved solids, usually 100,000
ppm or greater,

such a well.

Capital costs to install geothermal
energy recovery
operations
from scratch
are prohibitively
high on
Canada's Alberta Plains. The geothermal
resources
there are about 1.5 kilometers deep, and drilling wells
to reach them is expensive. For a geothermal recovery
operation to be economically
feasible, drilling costs
must be avoided. One way is through a joint-venture
operation with the petroleum industry,
Ajoint venture may be possible because oil extraction
often involves the production of large volumes of hot
water, a geothermal resource, Typically, after the hot
water is brought to the surface with oil, it is injected
underground
and the heat is never used. Ways to
obtain and use this heat follow,
1. After the oil is separated
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purzone

5. In the course of producing oil, substantial quantities
of water or steam commonly are injected into the oil
reservoir to increase production.
Often, the water is
hot, produced from an aquifer in a nearby well. Perhaps arrangements
could be made whereby this hot
water could be mn through a heat exchanger prior to
injection into the oil zone.
In Canada, all oil- and gas-well drilling activity is
announced
by the Alberta Energy Resources Conservation Board. The beard publishes a list of licensed
wells every day. The matter of obtaining geothermal
rights would also be addreSsed through the Cons_rvation Board when Crown lands are involved,
Copies of this report are available for the cost of
reproduction
from George E. Loveseth, Vali Resources
Limited, 3632 Utah Drive, Calgary, Alberta, T2N 4A7,
Canada: telephone (403) 265-2568:

Mr. Spicer went on to say, '¢Fhe Camborne

by
G.E. Loveseth and B. J.

project is a

world leader in hot dry rock technology. Extracting the
heat which occurs naturally in granite rock thousands
of metres below the ground in Cornwall could provide
electricity at a competitive rate.
The 8.15 million pounds of funds will, over the next
three years, be used to take the project to the stage
when wewill be able to judge the commercial prospects
for electricity generation, and plan its exploitation.
If
prospects are good, an industrial
consortium
would
have to be formed to establish a power station and
market the electricity,
"Ourdecisiontotaketheworkforwardtothenextstage
could not have come at a more opportune time, when
privatisation
of the electricity industry enhances the
prospects for renewable sources of energy contributing
to the nation's energy needs," Mr. Spicer concluded.

Project History
The United Kingdom's,
rock (HDR) programme,

from the hot water, a heat

exehangercouldbeaddedtothewater-disposalloopat
a relatively low cost.
Either the oil operator or a
geothermal operator could draw the heat energy out
and use it for other purposes.

Competition for power-generation
would be encouraged by splitting the Central Electricity Generating
Board into two companies:
PowerGen and National
Power.
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of projects

at shallow

and intermediate

levels.

This has allowed the main technical and engineering
problems to be addressed without the added complication of the high-temperatures
encountered
at full
commercial
depth.
Work at the shallow depth, to
assess the feasibility of enhancing the permeability of
rock, was successfully completed in 1979. The intermediate depth (2 kilometres) experimentS, to establish
the feasibility of a viable HDR reservoir within the rock
fractures, are due to be completed during 1988.
Inthe firsthalfof
1987, amajorprogramme
reviewwas
undertaken.
It included an economic assessment
of
the HDR resource, a technical review of the technology,
an assessment
of the commercial prospects for HDR
systems carried out by Taylor Woodrow, and the deftnitionofanappropriate
strategy for further work. The .......
picture that emerged from the review can be summarized as follows:
- The HDR resource might make a significant cbnti'ibu: ......
tion to UK electricity requirements
at a cost that c6uld
be competitive with conventional
sources. The cornmercialexploitationwouldbelimitedbyeconomicand
environmental
Constraints, but, even So, HDR might

Department of Energy hot dry
the centrepiece of which is the

Cambome School of Mines project at Rosemanowes
Quarry in Cornwall, has been under way since 1976
with the overall aim of assessing the technical and

Pfeffer

economic feasibility of commercial HDR power installations, primarily for electricity generation.
The techni _
cal problems of assessing the HDR resource at the 6 to
7 kilometre depths required for commercial exploitation are formidable, and the department's
strategy has
beentoproceedtoafulldepthpmtotypesystembyway

Reprinted6

with permission

of the Department

of Energy

{UK}

from Review, issue 3, April 1988.
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supply up to 10 percent of the country's electricity
needs for 125 years or more. Most of the resource is in
Cornwall, and ffdeveloped for local use, could supply
all local needs for the foreseeable future,
Although considerable
progress has been made in
proving the concept and understanding
the technology, the attainment of technical targets for commercial
HDR reservoir operation is still some way off. At its
presentstageofdevelopment,
thetechnologymuststill
be regarded as experimental.
The way forward lies in
the development
of stimulation techniques
capable of
creating commercial
HDR reservoirs,
together with
techniques
for manipulating
them.

If the results of the 1990 review are positive and the
prototype project goes ahead, the estimated
cost of
detailed design, construction, and monitoring, including a power plant to generate electricity by 1995, is 42
million pounds.
Substantial
industrial/commercial
involvement and commitment would be a prerequisite
of any government decision to proceed,
Opportunities
for fruitful collaboration
with other
countries will continue to be sought. There has been
recent UK involvement in a Swedish HDR project and
discussions
are taking place on possible collaboration
on HDR with the European Commission, Japan, and
the United States.

Commercialization
prospects for HDR appear to be
attractive in the long term, provided the key technical
problems relating to reservoir creation and operation
can be overcome, but unattractive
in the short term
because of current technicaluncertainties
and thelong
time scale involved in demonstrating
the concept at

Bringing HDR technology to the commercial market
presents
a huge technological
challenge to those involved -- but the prize is worth striving for,

commercial

successfully to the stage where it attracted substantial
funding from both the Department
of Energy and the
Commission of the European Communities.

The

scale,

future

programme

strategy

around a cautious commitment
HDR project.
Continuing work

should

be built

Indonesian Project Underway
Unocal Corporation has given the Indonesian Government notice of intent to proceed with a geothermal
project to provide steam for a 110 megawatt electrical
generating plant,
i
Under a joint operation contract signed in 1982 with
Pertamina, the state off company, Unocal Geothermal
of Indonesia, Ltd., a wholly-owned Unocal subsidiary,
discovered a geothermal
field in the Gunung Salak
area, about 40 miles south of Jakarta.
The company
has drilled 11 wells, and has confirmed reserves for
more than 230 megawatts

With the notice of intent to proceed, Unocal Geothermal
of Indonesia, Ltd, wiU begin drilling additional wells
and build the field facilities necessary to provide steam
to the power plant.

capacity.

IAPAN

The Cambome School of Mines began its initial HDR
research in 1973. By 1976, the work had progressed

Beppu

Geothermal

Field

and

the

Geophysical

Research

Station

Introduction

to a deep prototype
should be aimed at

/¢'¢',/ Steamwell

removing
the present technical
uncertainties
and
providing the information necessary for a decision on
whether or not to proceed with the high-cost drilling
phase of a prototype project,

Bathing in hot springs has always been an important
part of life in Japan.
There are over 2,000 spas in
Japan, visited every year by over 100 million people, In
spite of this interest in hot-springs, very few institutes
are dedicated to research in the hot-spring sciences. In
this regard, the Geophysical Research Station ofKyoto
University, Beppu, is unique because of its broad range
of scientific studies of geothermal
phenomena.
The
studies include geochemical, geophysical, geological,
and hydrological research on geothermal systems in
their natural and modified states.

8.5 Million Pounds Extra Funding
The additional funds of 8.15 million pounds for
HDR programme,
announced
by the Government
March, will allow the continuingworkrecommended
the 1987 review to go ahead. The main elements in

of generating

Indonesta's state electric company, PLN, will build the
power plant with loans from the Italian government.
Ansaldo, an Italian company, will supply equipment
and manage the construction.
Construction will begin
in 1989, with the power plant expected to come on line
in 1992,

the
in
in
the

_teamino
ground)
Boiling
wall
fHot water well

Youn0
volcanic
rock

-2-3kin
,volcanic=

forward plan are:
a conceptual
type system,

design of a deep commercial-size
commencing

in October

The Geophysical Research
on the Beppu geothermal

proto-

1988.

Station has an ideal location
system, one of the largest

geothermal systems in Japan on the Island of Kyushu,
This island is the southemmost
of the four main
islands of Japan, at the northeastern
end ofthe Philippines-Kyushu
volcanic arc.

a change in emphasis
in the current work programme of the Camborne
project so as to provide
necessary detailed technical support of the conceptual

II

design study.

1_

Beppu City

4

.
4-
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+
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+

+

+
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.
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4-

- a new 3-year phase for the Camborne project, commenclng in October 1988, aimed at developing and
validating techniques for manipulating
HDR reservoirs
to improve and/or correct their performances,

The surface
As a final note, the upcoming hot dry rock conference
in Cornwall at the Camborne School of Mines is described in the "Conferences" section of this issue,

a further major review in early 1990 to consider the
case for commencing the main design and construciton phase

of the commercial

prototype

thermal

activity at Beppu varies from hot

springs to superheated fumaroles and steaming ground
on thevolcanoes
Beppu on
City.
The flanks
cityhas ofbeen
built
on a large behind
fan deposit
lower
the
Tsurumi Volcanic Centre. Laves last flowed here about
2,000 years ago,

AschematlcmodelofthegeothermalsysteminBepptL
oft he Geophysical
Research Station.

4-

+

-10km

Courtesy

TheartfcleisexcerptedfromtheOutlineofGeophysicaIResearch
Statior_ Faculty of Science, Kyoto University.

system.
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way between
_

Beppu and Aso, is also one of the largest

scientific
have in been
the over
research
geothermal papers
systems
Japan.writtenTo by
date,
250
workers in the Geophysical Research Station.

__/

Visiting Scientist Program
The Geophysical
sections.
I. Geothermal

Research

Station

Fluid Research

Two members
.....:

. .....

Structure

collaboration
be
conducted
tion.

of
in the
and Geothermal
around the Fluid
Beppu Research
area with Secthe

Setting

and deep drflllngwill

Research

Section

(until

has three research

Section

Research

belong to this section.

seismic exploration

3. Geothermal
1996)

This section is open to foreign scientists in any discipline related to geothermal Phenomena.
Examp!es0f
study are comparative
studies between the BeppuKuju-Aso area and other ge0the_al
and volcariie
fields in the world.
Each visiting scientist holds a
tenure of 3 months to 1 year.

(permanent)

The main subjects of study undertaken by this section
are the physical and hydrological processes ofgeothermal fluid flows through underground
media, such as
potential flow, thermal convection, two-phaseflow,
etc.
2. Geothermal
1996)

this purpose,

Section

For further information
about the Geophysical
Research Station or the visiting scientist program, contact the Director, Geophysical Research Station, Kyoto
University, Noguchibaru,
Beppu, Oita-ken, 874 Japan. Telephone:
0977-22-0713(JPN);
Telefax: 097722-0965(JPN).

(until

Its main subjects

of study are the characteristics
and history of underground geothermal formations based on geologic, petrologic, geophysical, and geochemical methods.
For

__

DEVELOPMENT
Haruki

River

__L_.

ENVIRONMENT

River

_oppu

Greenhouse-Effect Spurs Legislation

Bay

Distribution of the drilled wells in the Beppu Geothermalfield. Courtesy of the Geophysical Research Station.

Beppu has a long history as a resort area for its onsen
(hot spring bathing) and its jlgoku (literally "hell";

The Geophysical

Research

Station

fumaroles and steaming ground). To enhance the flow
of hot water, wells were drilled as early as 1880 with a
flexible bamboo technique known as "Kazusa-bori".

Because of the intensive efforts of the late Professor T.
Shida, with special support from Oita Prefecture and
Beppu City, the Geophysical Research Station was

These may be some of the earliest geothermal wells
drilled anywhere in the world. By 1924, over 1,000
wells had been drilled. Todayover 3,000 wells are in an
area of 5km (E-W) by8km (N-S), and the totalflowofhot
water and steam is around 600 kg/s. The wells range
up to 700m in depth, and temperatures
above 200°C
have been measured,

established at the present site 0fBeppu cityin J_uary
1924 so that comprehensive
studies of volcanic and
geothermal
phenomena
could be made.
After this
beginning,
systematic
measurements
of the Beppu
geothermal
system started.
In March 1928, the Aso
Volcanological
Laboratory was established
near the
active central volcano within the Aso Caldera, about
60km southwest
of Beppu, to promote geophysical
studies of volcanic activities.

In an experimentin
the early 1920 s, theTokyo Electric'
Light Company generated 2 megawatts of electricity
using geothermal steam from a Be ppu well . Although
a 30-kilowatt geothermal power generation unit was
briefly operated in 1951, it was not until 1979 that a
permanent
power plant began producing
electricity
from geothermal steam at Beppu. This is a 3-megawatt
unit that provides power for the Suginoi Hotel.

_
In collaboration with these two institutions,
the Geophysical Research Station carries out geothermal re ..............................................................
search, with the Beppu system as its main research
area.
To measure geothermal
activities, the H_da
Observatory,
attached to the Geo physi cat ReSear ch
Station, was established in 1934 at Kuju which, half-

Senator Timothy E. Wirth (D-Colo.) reintroduced
legislation on February
1, 1989, to establish a national
energy policy that would slow down the emission of
pollutants contributing to the "greenhouse effect."

direct the World
Fund to develop
and research the
steps needed to

Wirth's comprehensive
bill to combat the greenhouse
effect includes initiatives to: increase energy-efficiency
in allsectors of the U.S. economy; expand research and
development of nonfossll fuel sources such as solar;
encourage technologies to reduce carbon dioxide emission from coal-fired power plants and other sources;

The accompanying
table of energy project
levels is furnished by Senator Wirth's office.
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Bank and the International
Monetary
policies to stop tropical deforestation;
greenhouse effect, its causes, and the
cope with a changing climate.

$_,3_2,000(*)
(*) do_

_1_o,ooo,o°°
_,_2¢._00,000

n_. Include clean coal fund_n(/
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Geothermal

Energy

and

the

Effect

Greenhouse

Does the hot and dry summer of 1988 and the exceptionally hot decade of the 1980's mean that the consequeneesoftheso-called"greenhouseeffect"arebegin-

CARBON

suntopassfreelytotheearth,
butpreventslnfraredreradiation from leaving the atmosphere.
The effect is

GeothermaJ
steam

similar
house,

Natural gascombined steam
& gas turbine

to what

happens

in a glass-enclosed

green-

Any fuel that contains carbon will generate CO=when
it combines with oxygen in the air that is used for
combustion.
One of the major sources of CO= is the
combustion of fossil fuels, or, more generally, carbonbased fuels, whicharethemainraw-energysources
for
electrical power production
monly used fuels include

in the United States. C0mcoal, oil, natural gas, and

wood. Alternative, noncarbon-based
generation methods Include the use of nuclear fuels, water power
(hydroelectricity). geothermal energy [direct- or flashedsteam and hot-water binary), and solar energy (photovoltaics and solar thermal).
Great differences exist
among the basic energy sources with regard to the
amount of CO= emitted per unit of electrical energy
produced.
Considering only the final energy conversion process at
the power plant (i.e., ignoring the mining, refining, and

pounds/kWh
"
"

Oii

I. 0
I, 3
1.5

Wood (dry pine, oak)
Coal
Bagasse*

2.0
2.5
2,6

than the figures indicate.

Coso Geothermal

is being

Project.

A major amount of world-wide forest depletion is caused
by harvesting
cooking wood. Solar box cookers can
help to ameliorate this situation in that they use solar
energy instead of wood to cook food. Usable yearround in the tropics and forGto 8months oftheyear
in most sunny areas of the world, the cookers can cook
almost anything ff there is 15 minutes of sunshine
every hour.
Developed in 1976, solar box cookers
represent a major advance over early solar cookers,

gas tu rbin e

_ Oil
EL

Solar box cookers are about the size of an lee chest,
easily constructed
by the users themselves and lnexpensive. The cookers are made of cardboard or wood,
and aluminum foil. Each box is topped with a sheet of
glass above which an adjustable
reflective lid is posttioned to angle in sunlight. The food cooks in covered,
dark-colored pans.

Wood

C0al

build and use solar box cookers.
Dr. Metcalfs initial projects in Bolivia and Guatemala
were funded by The Pillsbury Company.
He has also
initiated projectsin
Bajaand Michoac__n, Mexicowith
Solar Box Cookers, International,
and in Djibouti, East
Africa, with the United Nations Food and Agriculture
Organization.
Dr. Metcalfbelieves
this simple box can
slow the destruction
of forests and offer user benefits
in time and money.
Dr. Metcalf is also looking for ways the geothermal
community
could interface with solar box cookers,
Perhaps the cookers could be included in environmental mitigation plans throughout the world. He can
be reached at the Department
of Biological Sciences,
California State University-Sacramento,
Sacramento,
California 95814; phone (916) 454-6438.

One cooker can cook 10-15 pounds of food in three to
Bagasse

five hours. Fruits. vegetables, meats, and any baked
goods can be prepared, and water and milk pasteurized in them.
The cooking food doesn't have to be
stirred and won't burn.

0 0.5
1 1.5
2 2.5
pounds 002 per kilowatt-hou

The values quoted are typical for each energy source.
They are based on typical fuel compositions and heating values, and on state-of-the-art
thermal efficiencies
for each type of plant. The range of values for geothermal steam plants takes into account typical noncondensable gas concentrations
and specific steam consumptions.

For general information on solar box cookers, send a
stamped, self-addressed
envelope to Solar Box Cookera International,
1724 11 th Street, Sacramento, Californla 95814. For construction
plans, include $3.00
with your request.
NOTE: Solar Box Cookers International
Is a nonprofit
organization, founded to encourage solar box cooking.

i

Geothermal
plants are among the best from a CO=emission standpoint:
binary plants are emission-free
and geothermal steam plants have the lowest specific
CO= emission of all other types. Furthermore,
since

"
"

"

*Dry sugar-cane refuse, after the juice has been extracted.
84

injected with the waste brine. This technique
triedforthefirsttimeatgeothermalpowerplantsinthe

chart), the

Dr. Robert Metcalf, a microbiologist at California State
University-Sacramento,
travels throughout
the world
holdingsolarboxcookerworkshops,
teachingpeopleto

0.9

Steam cycle
Simple gas turbine

i

0.1-0.15

in the preceding table and accompanying
advantageofgeothermalenergyovertheothertypesls

Solar Box Cookers and Geothermal Energy

binary

The following raw-energy sources do emit CO= and are
ranked by the amount of CO=emitted per kilowatt-hour
of electricity generated:
Geothermal steam
Natural gas:
Combined cycle

Indeed, geothermal steam plants can be designed so
that no CO=is emitted into the atmosphere
provided
that the noncondensable
gases are compressed
and

even greater

u Natural gas
__j

there are no ancillary emissions of CO=associated with
processingandtransportinggeothermalsteamandhot
water (as there are with the other energy sources listed

'_

Naturalgassteam turbin e

transporting
of the fuels, as well as the energy consumed in the construction
of the power plant, itself),
the following energy sources emit no CO=at all:
Geothermal hot-water
Hydroelectric
Nuclear fission
Solar photovoltalcs
Solar thermal

F:M[SS[ONS

per unit of energy produced

nlng to be felt? The greenhouse
effect results mainly
from the emission of carbon dioxide (CO=) into the
atmosphere.
This allows ultraviolet radiation from the

l
'__

D[OX[D[:::

i
i
i

I

by Dr. Ronald
DiPippo
Mechanical
Er_lneering
Southeastern

Department

Massachusetts

:

University

North Dartmouth, MA 02747

A solar box cooker is demonstrated in Guatemala.
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Seismic Activity Noted at Medicine Lake Highlands
The sudden rumble of earthquakes
beneath Medicine
Lake Highlands this fall gave geologists an early warning that one of Northern California's volcanoes may be
stirring back to life.
Researchers stressed that an eruption of the volcano is
not expected soon. But the flurry of underground
shocks in late September, combined with new evidence
of a pool of molten rock beneath the big volcano, has led
them to monitor Medicine Lake with new wariness,
"We've added six new seismic monitoring stations,"
said geologist Stephen Walter of the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) in Menlo Park. 'Wee aren't sure at this
pointexacflywhatiscausingthenewactivity.
Butone
of the possibilities is that the Medicine Lake volcano is
awakening.
Certainly, we've never classed it as a dead
volcano."
Medicine Lake, in eastern
the
Cascade
Mount
Lessen. chain that

Siskiyou
includes

County,

is part of

Mount Shasta

and

Stephen Harris, a volcano expert at California State
University,
Sacramento,
said that Medicine Lake's
appearance
-- a gentle-sloped shape known as a shield
volcano -- belies its potential strength,
The volcano has been dormant since
ejected a brief flurry of ash -- worrying

1910, when
no one.

it

However, its earlier history is more dramatic. Geologic
records indicate that a little less than 1,100 years ago,
it blew apart in a huge eruption, sending ash and rock
hundreds
of miles.
Several hundred
years later, it
spilled enough lava out to create Glass Mountain. The
famous dark flows of Lava Beds National Monument,
just south of_Yflelal_e near the Oregon border, are also
remnants

of a Medicine Lake eruption.

The USGS has estimated that a massive explosion of
Medicine Lake -- on the order of the one that created
Oregon's Crater Lake -- could destroy life and property
within a 50- to lO0-mileradius
a thick blanket
States.

86

of the volcano and lay

of ash over most of the western

United

'_Fhere's no evidence that's an immediate threat," said
Harris whose book, "Fire Mountains of the West," was
published
last month.
"And, fortunately, it's a very
remote and sparsely developed area. If there was an
eruption,
the worst risks would be in Tulelake and
across a few farms in the region."
Walter said that Medicine Lake has remained so still
since the early 1900's that federal geologists attached
only a single seismic device to it before this fail, merely
rounding out their Mount Shasta monitoring network.
TWo years ago, the equipment recorded a single jolt at
tl:le edge of the quiet volcano.
Then suddenly,
in
September,
tremor after tremor began shaking the
ground,
Thegcologicalsurveyrecorded
almost 200 smallearthquakes on its Medicine Lake station from Sept. 29 to
September 30. The shocks were as large as 4.2 on the
Richter scale. In one hour, on Sept. 29, the seismic
monitor

recorded

eight years, with no sign that an eruption is near.
Similar flurries have been recorded at Mount Shasta in
the past decade.

Thesuggestionthattherecentearthquakesweresetoff
by restless motion in the volcano, itself, is bolstered by
the recent discovery of a magma chamber, filled with
molten rock, beneath Medicine Lake's center. Federal
researchers
found it by watching shock waves, gonerated by smallexplosives,
travel through Medicine Lake.
Areas of hot, thick, liquid rockareeasily
found because
they slow the traveling waves.

'_wosh0cksinthcpastweekisactuallyprettywimpy,"
said Alexander McBirney of the University of Oregon's
Center for Volcanology. "But the problem is that every
volcano has its own personality.
And we just don't
know the personalities
of the volcanoes in this part of
the world very well."

John R. Evans, a USGS geologist, said that he suspects
the earthquakes
were directly generated by magma
pushing into new regions beneath the volcano,

McBirney said that, unlike the restless Hawaiianvolcanoes, volcanoes in theCascade
chain tend to sitquietly
for long intervals before erupting. That gives Scientists
little chance to develop a clear understanding
of what
sets them off -- and whether they give any warning.

Flurries of earthquakes
are considered warning signals of an eruption; they pounded beneath Mount St.
Helens for two years before the Washington
state
volcano blewopen in 1980. But geologists are uncertain of what earthquake
patterns may actually precede
a disaster.
Some 2,000 earthquakes
have been registoted beneath California's Mount Lessen in the past

'There's no doubt that Medicine Lake is going to erupt
again," McBirney said. "But no one knows when, and
this kind of activity is not uncommon. At this point, I
wouldn't worry about an eruption at all. You know
what they say about California volcanoes -- the biggest
dangerisn'tthelavacomingdownthe
slopes, it's all the
people coming up to watch."

Coring An Active Hydrothermal System

65 small earthquakes.

"For an area to jump from nothing to that, well, it
caught our attention," Walter said. The survey hurriedly added extra shock-sensitive
devices to the
Medicine Lake network. In early November, the mechines recorded two microearthquakes,
measuring
less than I on the Richter scale, directly beneath some

"We got virtually everything we started out for in this
project," said Dr. Peter Lysne of the Geoscience Research Drilling Office, Sandia National Laboratories.
"We worked from our estimates, and it all came out."
Dr. Lysne was talking about the Valles Caldera corehole VC-2B, drilled through an active hydrothermal
system at Valles Caldera in New Mexico.

'_l_is may be a result of movement in the Earth's crust
unrelated to the volcano, itself," Walter stressed. '_vVe
still need more information. This has reminded us that
we really don't have good base-line data for this volcano.
And if Medicine Lake were to come to life
tomorrowor nextweek, we want to be better prepared."

The corehole is part of the Continental Scientific DrillingProgram, funded by the U.S. Department of Energy,
Office of Basic Energy Services, Division of Geosciences.
The program is undertaken
in cooperation
with Los Alamos National Laboratory, Sandia National
Laboratories, Tonto Drilling Services, and the Univer-

of Medicine

Lake, testing for changes in its shape caused by
underground
pressures.
The work is scheduled for
spring because snows have made the volcano inacces-

view of the design and construction of the VC-2B well,
including acostanalysis.
A Universal 5000 driUingrig
was used both to core and to drill open hole.
JeffHulen

of the major lava flows.

The federal team plans to take meas_ments

sible. But Walter said the new seismic network is an
effective lookout, sensitive to very small increases in
activity,

sity of Utah Research

Institute.

of Utah Research

Institute

The Valles Caldera hydrothermal
system consists of a
series of convective cells with fluid temperatures
above
500°F. As the fluids move through the formation, they

by Deborah Blum

In September 1988, Sandia and Tonto Drilling Services
sponsored a seminar on the corehole project. Topics
discussed at the seminar included the wireline coring

dissolve minerals in the high-temperature
areas and
redeposit them in the low'temperature
areas.
The
study was designed to examine the active ore-deposition process. Studydata are gathered from cores taken
from the surface to total depth at 5,780 feet, including

Sacramento Bee Science Writer

operation,

about

Excerpted, with permission, fron_ the November 19. I_)_ e_tii_n
of the Sacramento Bee.

geothermal
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of the University

and Jamie Gardner of Los Alamos National Laboratory
are the Principal Scientific Investigators for the VC-2B
project, although about 50 additional scientists
are
involved. At the seminar, Dr. Hulen reviewed the project goal: to core entirely through an active hydrotherreal system.

theneedforcontinuouscoreinexploringfor
and hydrocarbon
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resources,

and an over-

600 feet of Precambrian

granitic

rock at the

bottom of the hole.
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silver ores had been
bottom
of the hole,
were

found

mer,"

in the Precambrian

Dr. Lysne

TECHNOLOGY

precipitated.
Interestingly,
at the
fractures
at least accepting
flow

said,

granite.

"Next

"the well will be cleaned

sum-

Fiber-Optic Sensors and Geothermal Reservoir Engineering

out and

Summary

try

Perhaps
the first demonstrations
of fiber-optic
sensors
in a geothermal
well occurred
in early 1988 on the
Island of Hawaii.
The first of two fiber-optic
optrode

Fiber-optic
fiber is classified
as wire.
It has rapidly
taken over nearly
a third of the telecommunications
wiring field, formerly dominated
by copper wire. At the

Dr. Lysne and Ron Jacobson
of Sandia National
Laboratories,
and LaiTy Pisto of Tonto Drilling Services,

tests was at the HGP-A well and 3-megawatt
plant facility managed
by the Hawaii National

same time, the fiber-optic
industry
tofore unthought-of
applications.

designed
the VC-2B well. At the seminar,
Dr. Lysne
discussed
thewell design, which was influenced
by the
needs of the scientific team, permit requirements,
cost,

Institute
at the University
of Hawaii.
The second test
was in a nearby geothermal
exploratory
well, GeothermalTestWeU
2 (GTW-2, USGS No. 2686-02).
Both sites

was impossible
to viewinaccessible
spots in the human
bodywithout
surgery,
to see inside working engines,
or
to look directly
into hostile
environments,
such as

and safety.
feet a day.

are in the Kilauea

by S. M. Angel and P. W. Kasameyer
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

drilling

Penetration
rates for coring reached
210
Problems
with a breakdown
of the polymer

fluids

at high

temperatures

(275°C+)

th.e rotational
speed of the drill string,
the Precambrian
granite was reduced
a day.
A revised
the
Valles Caklera corehole VC-2B.

scientific

spring

National

wlreline
was

plan

of 1989

so penetration
in
to about 50 feet

for the corehole

and

issued

limited

will be made

through

Los

information

coring

about

techniques,

the project
contact

or about

Peter Lysne,

cience Research
Drilling Office 6240A, Sandia National
Laboratories,
Albuquerque,
New Mexico 87185.

to learn.
internal

About
heat is

is a huge range
yet. Naturally,

and
the

temperatures

at about

of about

become

Dr. McClain
said
smokers",
although

hydrothermal

vents

during

Studies

the summer

of deep-sea
of 1988.

One,

sponsored
by the National Science Foundation,
was in
areas along the Juan de Fuca Ridge, 200 miles off the

88

similar to the one used in the

Workers take preliminary
temperature
readings
with
thermocouple. Later, theoptrodewasloweredonthesamepulley
systerrr

the

400°C.

was conducted
along the Gorda Ridge, offthe
and Oregon coasts.
Here, vents were found

amount
of heat released
depends
on how many vents
there are and howlongtheylast.
Thus, these two issues
key questions."

spectrometer,

coasts
of Washington
and British
Cohlmbia.
Here,
researchers
found vents at depths
of about 7,000 feet,

The second study, sponsored
by the States of California and Oregon and the Minerals
Management
Service,

in two

* The tnfornmtion under this heading is reprinted from Ctmlpresse_d
Air, the June 1988 issue.

with a stainless

deep

they last, these are things we're trying
15 to 30 percent of the earth's released

participated

lems wifi be examined
that may occur
steel-sleeved,
fiber-optic
cable.

Geos-

with

Dr. McCIain

P.o. Box 808, L-524
Livermore, California 94550

in

sity of California-Davis
seismologist
James
McCIain.
"Why they are where they are, how they work, how long

lost through
such vents.
But this
there are no good measurements,

A flber-optic
temperature
sensor
test will be undertaken soon in a deeper, hotter geothermal
well. Prob-

A laserfluorescence
.r_ work.

hydrothermalvents
have been discovered
at
of places, but not everywhere,"
said Univer-

Rift Zone.

is developing
hereUntil fiber optics, it

Alamos

Deep-Sea Vents Studied
"Deep-sea
a number

East

power
Energy

Laboratory.

For further
Dr, Lysne said that a great deal of mineralization
foundintheupperpartofthesystem--inonecaseeven

Background: WhatAre FiberOptics?*

we will
to take fluid samples from the Precambrian
granite.
We set the last casing at 5,567 feet, so that a
little over 200 feet of open hole remains
at the bottom
of the well."
::

of dark

9,000

smoke

feet, emitting

forms

de Fuca

of about

260aC.

that the vents
are called "black
there is no smoke.
An appearance

out of the hydrothermal
in the Juan
Ridge area.

water

California
at depths

as dissolved
waters.

sulfides

precipitate

The "smoke"

Ridge area and

is black

grey in the Gorda
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Photo
leJbAThe
end of the temperature
that is
lowered
A worker
lowers an optical
fiber was
into continuously
the well to a displayed
depth of 500
the well.
thermocouple
is attached optrode
to ft. Photo
upper
right:intoa feeL
The temperature
response
on
two-poand lead weight used to get the optrode into the well the computer as the probe was raised or lowered. More time
against the steam pressure,
could be spent at any area of interest and temperatures could be
remeasured for _y area. _
results of these tests indicated
that flbers up to 1,000 rr_ters long can be used.
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vacuum
thought

or steam chambers.
Until fiber optics, no one
of using robots for remote viewing,

in a Small protective tube along with other types of
instrumentation
already in the well, The optical fiber
cable is passive, and all of the measurement
instru-

U.S,

Fiber-optic technology is instrumental
in converting
optical images into digital signals for computer use so
that we can explore space without being there, map a
virus without seeing it, and design a boat on a flat

mentation

screen and see how it looks in three dimensions.
Fiber
optics' advantages
are small size, light weight, and
speed in handling communications.
Fiber-optic fiber

stand the corrosivewellenvironment.
The optical fiber,
itself, is not a problem here because fiber optic materials can withstand temperatures
above 500°C, ff kept

can be drawn so small that 600 fibers can fit inside a
1/2-inch carrier tube. There is a disadvantage,
how-

dry. The sensor that attaches to the optical fiber must
be made of an inert material capable of producing an

ever--high

optical
the parameter
to cabe
measured.signal
Mostin ofresponse
our work toinvolves
the use of

installation

costs,

Making Fiber Optic Measurements **

:INANI ;E

is above ground.

FY 1990 Congressional Budg et Req uest
Conservation and Renewable Energy
(D oliars in Th ousan ds)

The key in developing a useful geothermal fiber optics
sensor is in making sensor materials that can with-

Optical fiber fluorescence measurements
are made in
the following way. A laser is focused onto the end of an
optical fiber through an especially designed mirror
with a small hole in it or through a dichroic beam
splitter. The laser light travels through the fiber and
excites fluorescence
in the optrode at the distal end.
The resultant
fluorescent light travels back through
the same fiber. The returning diverging fluorescent
light impinges on the mirror or dichrolc beam splitter
rather than passing through the hole, and is focused
into a monochromator,
where the fluorescence
is

ramic-based
sensors (for temperature)
and high-temperature
polymers (for pH and Eh measurements).
These materials are doped with indicators that change
their fluorescence or absorption properties in response
to the parameter of interest,
•
A pH optrode is in the preliminary stages of development. It is based on a high-temperature,
inert matrix
doped with inorganic indicators. The absorption properties of the indicators change as a function ofpH. This
type of sensor has been shown to respond reversibly to
pH over a wide range. Sensors have been shown to be
stable in water at 190°C for 20 hours and in 100°C

analyzed,

geothermal

brine for seven days.

Uses in Geothermal Reservoir

In addition

to developing

Key Activity Summary

Geothermal
I. Preface:

optrodes,

we

Geothermal

Technology

Technology

The Geothermal
Energy Program seeks to lessen the
nation's dependence
on foreign energy supplies by
fostering the use of indigenous, uninterruptible
sources
of geothermal energy. This goal of improved energy
security is accomplished
by developing technology
needed to exploit a wide variety of geothermal
resources. Such technology enables the unencumbered,
competitive use of geothermal
energy by the private

IL

new geothermal

Department of Energy

sector. To the extent practicable, the Program emphasizes R&D activities whose costs are shared with the
private sector. These activities include the joint development of instruments,
equipment,
materials,
techniques, models, and systems; they provide a ready
means of rapid, efficient technology
transfer.
By
employing a strategy that couples applied R&D with
timely technology transfer, the program enhances the
security and flexibility of the nation's energy markets.

[

------J

A. Summary
Table:

have made progress in demonstrating these devicesin

FY

Act ivi ty

1987

FY

Actual

1988

FY

Actual

1989

FY

E st imate

1990

Reque

%

st

Change

0

-52%
0%

Engineering

"real world" geothermal applications.
We chose to use
a temperature
optrode for its ease ofuse and for the fact
Opticalfibersensors
(optrodes)
havebeenunderdevel- ithas been wellcharacterized
in our laboratory.
The
opment at Lawrence LivermoreNationalLaboratory purpose ofthefield
demonstrationswas tosolveengiand at many other laboratories for several years. The
neering problems associated with putting long optical
ability to make chemical and physical measurements
fibers in a well and developing a field-portable
specoveroptical
fibersoffers
certain
advantages,themost trometer.
Testswere carriedout in a geothermaleximportantof which is real-time,
in situmonitoring, ploratorysteamwenonthelslandofHawaii.
TemperaThisispossiblebecause oftherapidresponsetimeof tureprofiles
were obtainedtoa depth of500 feetusing
certaintypes of these sensorsand the nonintruslve a l,O00footopticalfiber.
Theaccuracyofthemeasurenatureofthedevice.
The fiberissmallindiameter(.1 ments was compared with side-by-side
thermocouple
to 1.0ram)and made ofglass.Thus, itcan be placed measurements. The most importantaspectof these
testswas to demonstratereal-time
interactive
depth

Geopressured
Hydrothermal

Research
Industrialization

$

3,900
1,860

$

4,955
455

GeothermalTechnologyDevelopment
Hard Rock PenetrationResearch i,350
Reservoir
Technology
3,255
Conversion
Technology
1,065
Hot Dry Rock
Research
8,000
Magma Energy
480
Capital Equipment
0
Program Direction
780

I,775
3,975
1,580
5,770
I,380
0
835

$

6,000

0

2,300
2,500
1,935
3,500
i,700
795
826

Total,GeothermalTechnology $20,690 $20,725 $19,556

$

2,900

2,300
2,153
1,580
3,500
i,700
450
826

0%
-14%
-18%
0%
0%
-43%
0%

$15,409

-21%

•,The_formationunderthisheadingisreprintedfromanarticle
profiling.
The responseofthesensorwas monitoredin

B. Major Laboratoryand
..........
FacilityFunding:*

byMichaeIAngelin
Transactfons+ vol. 11, Oclober]987,p.
published by the GeothermaI
Resources
Counc_L

Brookhaven
National
Laboratory
Idaho
National
Engineering
Laboratory
Lawrence
Berkeley
Laboratory
Lawrence
Livermore
Laboratory
Los Alamos
National
Laboratory

$503
$I,566
$850
$240
$5,250

$715
$1,720
$680
$0
$3,600

$0
$1,200
$0
$0
$3,699

-100%
-30%
-i00%
0%
0%

Pacific
Sandia

$202
$2,995

$0
$4,000

$0
$3,123

0%
-22%

155,

real time,
examined

allowing
closely.

interesting

regions

in the well

to be

Northwest
Laboratories

Laboratory

*NOTE: Three laboratories active in geothermal research
funding.
They are Brookhaven
National Laboratory,
Laboratories.
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for over I0 years have been eliminated from blanket
and Lawrence Berkeley and Lawrence Livermore
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Geothermal Monies from Petroleum Violation Escrow Funds

Geothermal Grant and Loan Program for Local Jurisdictions

To date, about $3.6 billion of Petroleum Violation
Escrow Funds (PVE) have been disbursed
to state
energy offices by the U.S. Dept. of Energy (DOE) for use
in energy, related programs
that mainly encourage
energy conservation
or the use of renewable energy.
Most of the funds resulted from two cases: the Exxon
Decision and the Stripper Well Settlement Agreement.

• demonstrations
of viable technologies for commercial
applications
. demonstrations
of energy savings through utilization
of alternative energy resources
. district heating projects
• revolving fund programs
_ funding assistance to municipalities
and businesses

Through the Geothermal Grant and Loan Program for
Local Jurisdictions
the California Energy Commission
(CEC) provides funding to cities, counties, special districts, Indian tribal governments,
regional planning
agencies, and certain municipal utility districts for
geothermally-related
projects,

The CEC will award grants to local jurisdictions
requesting funds for projects that do not directly produce
revenue or energy savings.
These include Impact
Mitigation and Planning projects as well as certain
Resource Development projects such as resource assessment and exploration activities.

Opportunitiesforfundingsupportofgeothermalactivities most likely derive from these two sources,
flowever, it is anticipated that other settlements will result

• energy centers for technology transfer
• technology assistance centers

The CEC will accept applications
from local jurisdictions for any of the following types of projects:

TheCECwillawardcontingentawardsforprojectsthat
produce revenue and/or energy savings.
These include Resource Development projects such as produc-

in additional funds being provided
may be similarly used.

The appropriate
state energy office is the primary
contact point to ascertain the funding availability and
applicability as well as the acceptability of any candidate project. Inquiries regarding activities planned or
underway within relevant states may also reveal other
projects that could include geothermal components,

1. Resource Development.
This category includes
projects to assess and explore for geothermal resources;
to drill production and injection wells; and to design
and construct geothermal heating, cooling, and electrical generation systems,

tion wells, injection wells, and building retrofits.
A
contingent award will be administered
the same as a
grant while the project is being developed.
Once the
project is completed and has been tested, the contingent award will become a loan. Funds for repayment
of this loan will come from the energy savings and/or
revenue resulting from the project. All loans will have
a maximum term of 6 years, a4 percent interest rate,
and a maximum principal of 80 percent of the total
project cost.

to the states

that

The specific allocation of these funds within various
candidate state programs is left to the discretion of the
individual state, but requires final review and approval
of the DOE for consistency
with the terms of the
settlement agreements.
A significant portion of the
funds has already been committed for approved activities. However, the status of noncommitted
funding
varies among the states,
Colorado and South Dakota are conducting geothermal projects using PVE funds. At least one other state
(Arizona) has considered applying PVE funds to geothermal projects.
However, other nongeothermal
activities that are being conducted
in several states
represent types of projects that could be relevant to
geothermal
power production,
district heating/cooling, and/or

direct use projects.

TheDOEGeothermaITechnologyDivision,
phone(202)
586-8076, will provide technical assistance
upon request by state energy officials for the review and
evaluation of the technical viability of geothermallyrelated projects,
For more information on the program and the names of
the appropriate
state energy offices, write the DOE,
Geothermal
Technology Division, CE-342, Washington, D.C. 20585 and ask for the publication
titled
Opportunities
for Support of Geothermal
Activities
from Petroleum Violation Escrow Funds.

2. Impact Mitigation. This category includes projects
toidentifyandmitigateimpactstotheenvironmentand
public services caused by geothermal development,
3. Planning. This category includes projects to develop
general plan elements, ordinances,
or other policies
relating to the planning, development, and operation of
geothermal power plants and direct-use projects.

For further information,
(916) 324-3502.

contact

Michael Smith, CEC,

LEGISLATION
Federal Legislation

These include:

The following material Is a federal legislative report, with information on the status of geothermal
the l OOth Congress, current as of November 21, 1988. It was comp_ed by Senate LEGIS.

ETAP Fourth-Round

Genera]

Solicitation

The California Energy Commission (CEC) has released
separate Requests for Proposals for both private and
public organizations
for the Fourth-Round
General
Solicitation of the Energy Technologies Advancement
Program (ETAP).ThroughETAP,
theCECwillco-fund
advanced energy projects that will increase the energy
efficiency, or cost effectiveness of energy technologies,
or help to develop new cost-effective alternative sources
of energy. Projects must include hardware development. Nearly any type of advanced energy technology,
including those based on energy production,
energy
conservation
(including advancements
in recycling
technology), load management,
etc., is eligible for ETAP
funding,
A minimum

of $2.35 million is anticipated

able in fiscal year 1988-89
posals. Projects submitted
92

compete for this funding. Individual projects may be
co-funded up to 25 percent of the total funding available (i.e. up to $587,500).
Projects can qualify for one of two types of ETAP
fundin_
loans or research contracts.
Of the available
funds, between 50 and 70 percent will b e allocated by
the CEC for loans and the remainder
for res_rch
contracts. Up to 80 percent ofthe total project cost can
be funded by an ETAP loan. For reSearch contracts,
ETAP can co-fund up to 50 percent Ofthe total project
cost.
Loans are repayable at about an 8 percent
interest rate. Research contracts are repayable under
certain conditions, and also accrue interest at about 8
percent,

to be avail-

to co-fund qualifying prounder the solicitation will

For further information,
(916) 324-3490.

contact

ETAP staffat

the CEC,
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H.R. 235
DATE INTRODUCED:
SPONSOR: Quillen

and development
of geothermal
resources in such
areas. Sets forth conditions for the granting of such
licenses and for extensions of license terms. Authorizes the termination of a license for any violation ofthe
terms of the license prescribed by the Commission.

01/06/87

SHORT TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
Geothermal Energy Control Act of 1987
A bill to create the National Geothermal Energy Cornmission to grant exclusive franchises for the exploration for and the commercial development of geothermalenergyandfortherighttomarketanysuchenergy
in its natural state, and for other purposes,
DIGEST:
Requires the Commission to determine those areas in
the United States that have a potential for the extraction of geothermal resources and to publish a list of
such areas in the Federal Register.
Directs the Commission to grant exclusive
licensestopersonscapableofcarryingoutexploration
GEOTHERMAL
HOTLINE

legislatlon from

99-year

Permits a licensee under this Act to apply for a license
to market
the geothermal
resources
from the
licensee's area in their natural state. Requires the
Commission to grant a marketing license for a geographic area that is the most reasonable
area to
market successfully the geothermal resources.
Provides that there shall be 0nly one marketing license
per geographic
area. Provides that a marketinglicense shall be valid for as long as the licensee holds
the exploration and development license.
Permits
transfermarketing
of exploration
and development
licenses the and
licenses
with
the
Commission's

approval.
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ii

I
Prohibits

the Secretary

from issuing

a lease for land

the Geothermal

Steam Act of 1970 to provide that if

Requires that a licensee under this Act be a U.S.
citizen or person owned or controlled by a U.S. citizen.

SHORT TITLE AS REPORTED IN THE SENATE:
Geothermal Steam Act Amendments

within the Island Park Geothermal Area. Requires the
Secretary to report to the Congress regarding the
presence or absence of significant thermal features

geothermal steam is produced or utilized in commereial quantities under an approved operationwithin
any
lease or administrative
lease extension period, such

Restricts the sale of geothermal resources that have
been converted to electrical or other energy forms to
existing utility companies or other persons licensed to
transmit such energy. Permits the sale of geothermal
resources to such a company or person for conversion

AMENDMENTS PROPOSED:
S. AMDT. NO. 2830
DATE: 8/09/88
PROPOSED BY: Byrd

within Crater Lake National Park. Suspends all geothermal resource production
(including leases and
drillingpermits)
in the Corwin Springs Known Geotherreal Resources Areas until 180 days after the United
States Geological Survey has submitted to the Con-

lease shall continue for so long as geothermal steam is
produced (or utilized) in commercial quantities, for a
maximum continuation
of an additional 40 years.

into other energy forms.

DIGEST:
6/13/88
(Measure passed H0usel amended,
H.R; 2794)

gress an impact study of present and potential geothermal resources development in such areas on thermal
features within Yellowstone National Park.

effect as of the date of enactment of this Act shall be
extended for a maximum of three successive five-year
periods.

S. 1006

Requires

H.R. 1662
DATE INTRODUCED:
SPONSOR:

03/17/87

Shumway

Geothermal

SHORT TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
Federal

Lands Receipts

Clarification

Steam ActAmendments

the Geothermal
Act

in lieu of

of 1988-Amends

Steam Act of 1970 to remove bona fide

sales of geothermal
steam
thermal lease extensions.

as a requirement
for geoAmends the cOmmercial

DIGEST:
Federal Lands Receipts Clarification ACt- Amends the
Mineral Lands Leasing Act, the Mineral LeasingAct for
Acquired Lands, and other federal law to specify that
the states' share of certain revenue from National
Forest System timber sales, from off and gas royalties,

production
or utilization requirement
of geothermal
steam leases to include wells capable of producing
geothermal steam in commercial quantities only if the
Secretaryofthe
Interior (the Secretary) determines that
diligent efforts are being made towards geothermal
steam utilization.
Permits extension of lease terms for

and from mineral and geothermal
leases
mined on the basis of gross receipts,

up to two successive five-year periods even though
geothermal steam has not been produced or utilized in
commercial
quantities
by the end of its primary or
extended term if the lessee can show bona fide production or utilization efforts and: (1) make annual pay-

H.R. 1421
DATE INTRODUCED:

be deter-

06/25/87

SPONSOR: Wilson
SHORT TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
Federal Lands Receipts Clarification

ments in lieu of the production of commercial quantities; or (2) demonstrate
significant expenditures
on an
annual basis.

Act

DATE INTRODUCED:
SPONSOR:

04/09/87

Sets forth conditions under which geothermalleases

the Secretary

cooperative

Hecht

of the Interior

or unit plan ofdevelopment

in

to review any
every five years

after approval in order to eliminate any lease or part of
leasenotregardedasreasonablynecessarytocoopera-

SHORT TITLE AS INTRODUCED:
Geothermal Steam Act Amendments

rive or unit operations. Requires such elimination tobe
based on scientific evidence, and only upon the Secretary's determination
that it is for the purpose of con-

of 1987

DIGEST:
GeothermalSteamActAmendmentsof1987-Amends

serving
source.

and

properly

managing

the

geothermal

re-

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

_GA

Update

The International

Geothermal

Association

(IGA) is a

'_'he

IGA was

incorporated

in New Zealand

in the

LATEST OFFICIAL TITLE:
OFFICIAL TITLE AS INTRODUCED AS OF 06/25/87:
Abill to provide for a clarification of the receipt-sharing
of amounts received from the National Forest System,
geothermal
leasing, mineral lands leasing, and oil-

Requires the Secretary to review cooperative or unit
plans of development on a five-year periodic basis in
order to eliminate those leases that are not regarded as
reasonably necessary to operations,

scientific, educational,
and cultural organization
established to operate worldwide.
It is a nonpolitical,
nongovernmental,
nonprofit organization, with no political affiliations.
Its aim is to encourage, facilitate,
and, when appropriate, promote coordination ofactivi-

spring of 1988 by 15 New Zeaianders in accordance
with recommendations
of the OWG," said Dr. James
Koenig, president
of GeothermEx,
Inc.
'_hese
15
people comprise the current membership
of the IGA."

and gas-royalties.

Requires

a list of National

ties related

to worldwide

"A rotating

DIGEST:

Park System

thermal

application

of geothermal

Federal Lands Receipts Clarification Act - Amends
specified federal laws, including the Mineral Lands
Leasing Act and the Mineral Leasing Act for Acquired
Lands, to specify that gross receipts shall be used to

and to maintain a monitoring program for such features. Specifies units to be listed. Directs the Secretary
to determine if operations proposed by a lease applicant would likely subject significant thermal features

calculate the amount of the state and local share of
natural resources (mineral, oil, gas, and timber) receipts payments derived from federal lands,

within the National Park System to significant adverse
effects. Prohibits the issuance of a lease upon such a
finding. Mandates that stipulations
designed to protect significant thermal features be included in leases

S. 1889
DATE INTRODUCED:
11/20/87
Si_ledbythePresidenttobecomePublicLawNo.
443, 9/22/88.
SPONSOR: Melcher
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100-

the Secretary

to maintain

units with significant

features,

research,

development,

and

Secretariat

has been established

by the

"Wewanttoinvolvethewholeinternationalgcothermal

OWG
said Bob Greider,
director
GRI,
Inc. Itfor
willthebe IGA,"
headquartered
in Pisa, Italy
until ofi99i,
and headed by Dr. Enrico Barbier.
The OWG has

community in the IGA,'" said Dr. Raffaele Cataldi of
ENEL.
also wish organizations.
to stimulate the Most
development
national 'Wee
geothermal
countriesof
don't have such organizations.
Only a few. There is

recommended
rotating the Secretariat
site every 4
years.
Itwould
be
moved
from
Italy
to
the
United
States
in early 1991. From there, the IGAwould sponsor
an
international
geothermal
meeting in 1994. In 1995,

none in Italy," he added,

the Secretariat

and drilling permits,

After
manyefforts
years toofdo
informal
forming
the IGA,
so werediscussion
undertaken about
in January

At
a meeting
2-4, its
1989
in Pisa, Italy, thetoOWG
hand
over to May
the IGA
recommendations
date. will
In

Requires the Secretary of Agriculture to consider the
effects on significant thermal features within units of
the National Park System in determining whether to
consent to leasing lands under his jurisdiction,

1986 by an ad hoe committee
of the Geothermal
Resources Council. In October 1986, this leadership
was transferred formally to an independent
Organization Working Group (OWG) of interested people from
around the world.

addition.thelGAby-laws,
finance plan, workprogram,
and membership
program will be Created.

DIVISIONOFOILANDGAS
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resources.

would be relocated

again.

For additional information,
contact Dr. Barbier
CNR/IIRG, Piazza Solferino #2, 56100 Pisa, Italy.

at
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4

tations

The Canadian Geothermal Energy Association
The Canadian

Geothermal

Energy Association

(CGEA)

was founded in 1976. It is the only organized group
representing
the geothermal
community in Canada,
and stands as a forum for scientists; regulatory per-

PAGE
PETROLEUM
LTD

_ ....

_

/_

]

_"-

[

sonnel; local, regional, provincial, and federal governmental officials; and private developers to promote an
awareness and use of Canadian geothermal resources.
The objectives

and development

topics.

and accomplishments
will be addressed
up demonstration
program.

WAT_RFL00D
SCHEME

_ : : : : : .
.........

on research

There will be simultaneous
French, and Italian.

Trends

in the follow-

translations

in English,

information,

Hold regular

write J.F. Turner,

the CamLimited.
CSM AssoTR15

Geothermal
Resources
CouncU Annual Meeting,
1989, El Rancho Tropieana, Santa Rosa, California,
October 1-4, 1989.

of the CGEA are to:

research,
energy;
meetings

change scientific,

exploration,

and development

and technical

engineering,

sessions

and economic

of

Hot Dry Rock Geothermal Energy, The 21st Century
Resource,
Camborne
School of Mines, Camborne,
Cornwall, England, June 28-30, 1989.

to exdata;

At this international
symposium on extracting energy
from hot dry rock, the latest developments
on HDR
technology will be reviewed. The symposium is sponsored by the Department
of Energy, London, the En-

ThePageDeadwoodGeothermaiwellandthewater.floodscheme

Provide support

and assistance

Serve as a source of information
opers and interested parties;

to members;
to prospective

develPresently,

the organization

has 70 regular

and 7 corporate members.
The next meeting, the
annual general meeting, will be inVictoria, B.C. inApril
1989.

Ensure that the development of geothermal resources
is compatible with the protection of the natural environment.

For further information, write to the CGEA, c/o Geological Survey of Canada,
100 West Pender Street,
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 1R8, Canada.

A 3,100-year-old
_

papyrus

scroll, depicting

gold mines

in ancient map
Egypt,andis earliest
probably evidence
the oldest
surviving
geological
of geological
thought, two American researchers
have concluded,

.........

technical papers will deal with geology, geophysics,
geochemistry,
and reservoir engineering
at both Los

Technology Division, San Francisco Ramada Inn at the
Wharf, San Francisco, California, March 21-23, 1989.
$45 if registered before March 15; $55 after this date.

Azufres and Cerro Prieto.

For further information,
(703) 998-3661.

contact

Linda

Kurkowski,

If you would like to receive further

information

I
i
i
i

• ./
The U.S. Deparlment of Energy and the Mexican Common

con-

cerning the technical presentations
and accommodations, or a copy of the technical papers, contact Joel
Rcnner -- MS 3526, Idaho National Engineering Labo-

Federal de Electricidad
are conducting
cooperative
research at Cerro Prieto and Los Azufres Geothermal
field. The results from the first three years of this
research will be presented during the symposium. The

Fourth International
Seminar
Geothermal Energy Research
Conference

Centre, Florence,

on the Results of EC
and Demonstration,

Italy, April 27-30,

1989.

The conference is organized by the Commission of the
European Communities and Ente Nazionale per l'Energia Elettrica. EC contractors will make formal presen-

DIVISIONOFOILAND GAS

The scroll, known as the Turin Papyrus and kept at the
Egizio Museum in Turin, Italy, is familiar to Egyptologists and historians
of cartography
as one of the
earliest

maps from the ancient

world,

It portrays roads, quarries, gold mines, a well, and
some houses. Pink, brown, black, and white were used
to illustrate mountains and other features.

ratory, P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls, ID 83415; phone
(208) 526-9824.
Symposium
on Cooperative Geothermal
Research
of the United States and Mexico, "IRe Seapoint Hotel,
San Diego, California, April 4 and 5, 1989.

program,

1990 Intemational

Symposium

panel

post-meeting

on Geothermal

Energy will be In Hawaii.
For further information,
contact
1350, Davis, CA 95617-1350.

the GRC, P.O. Box

World's Oldest Geological Map Confirmed

i

7thAnnual Program Review: R & D for the Geotherreal Marketplace,
U.S. Dept. of Energy, Geothermal

a technical

MAPS

members

Encourage sound legislative and administrative
pollcies for the development and utilization of geothermal
energy; and

will include

discussions,
pre-meeting short courses,
field trips, and a photo contest.
The

to inject water into the oil-bearing strata, S. W. Saskatchewan.
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Unit at Harwell,

elates, Limited, Pool, Redruth, Cornwall, England
3SE. Telefax (0209) 716977.

The meeting
Encourage
geothermal

Support

borne School of Mines, and CSM Associates,
For further

For further information, write _ Demeyere, Commission of the European Communities,
DG XII/E-4, SDM
3/7, Rue de la Loi, 200, 1049 Brussels, Belgium.

_

ergy Technology

!

But the geologists,

James

alsonotedthatthecolorswereapparentlynotaddedfor
aesthetic
reasons.
In a report at the recent annual
meetingofthe
GeologicaISocietyofAmericain
Denver,
they said the colors "...correspond
with the actual
appearance
of the rocks making up the mountains".
Sedimentary

rocks in one region, which range in color

from
purplish
dark grayand
dark greenlwith
are the
mapped
in black.
Pink togranitic
rocks correspond
pink
and brown-streaked
mountain on the scroll.
The scroll notes the locations of the mine and quarry,
the gold and silver content of surrounding
mountains,

'¢£he purpose of the map is still obscure," wrote A.F.
Shore, professor of Egyptology at the University of
Liverpool, England, in the first volume of'The History
of Cartography,"
published last year.

and the destinations

That was before two geologists from the University of
Toledo in Ohio examined the map and went into the
field to compare It with the site. The area mapped is a
wadi, or ravine, in the mountains
of Egypt's eastern
desert between Qfft on the Nile, down fromThebes, and
Quseir on the Red Sea. The geologists recognized
topographical features from the map, a roadway still in

HarreU, who is chairman
the University of Toledo.

By John Noble WilforrL

use, and the mountains

Company.

GEOTHERMAL
HOTLINE

on both sides, shown as cones.

Harrell and V. Max Brown,

of the roadways.

'The streaks may thus represent the iron-stained goldbearing quartz veins that the ancient Egyptians were
mining, or they may depict mine tailings), said Dr,
of the geology department

The scroll map was apparently prepared
B.C. in the reign of Ramses IV.

Reprinted

Copyright

1988

by

around

at
1150

the New YorkTimes

by permlss_oru
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cations
William Smith, an English surveyor, is generally credited with initiating modem geologic mapmaking
in

Harrell and Brown made their discoverywhile conducting research for an atlas of the stones used in ancient

1815.

Egyptian

USGS Map Booklet

Due

In 1988, the U.S. Geological Survey
expects to complete a topographic
map index and catalog booklet for
all 50 states, Puerto Rico, the Trust
Territory of the Pacific, American
Samoa, and Guam.
The publications
are designed to
assist in selecting and purchasing
maps. They list 37 different USGS
map products, including planimetric, topographic,
and photo-image
maps.
They also contain USGS
order forms and a list of local map
dealers.

edi-

California, Nevada, and the Pacite Ocean floor, the present,
five million years ago, and five
mllUon years in the future. 1986.
29 inches by 43 inches. $20.00 for
paper image, $45.00 for plastic
laminated
image.
Add $4.00 for
each order under 10 images. Published by and available from Raven
Maps & Images, 34 North Central,
Medford, OR 97501. Phone (800)
237-0798.

Recent releases include Oregon, New
Mexico, Maine, and Minnesota. For
more information, write to the Map
Distribution
Center,
USGS, Box
25286, Federal
Center,
Denver,
Colorado 80225. Phone (303) 2367477.

Casa Diablo/Long
Valley Caldera
Area, Map G1-1. $3.00 a copy.
Available from the Division of Oil
and Gas, 1416 Ninth St., Rm. 1310,
Sacramento,
CA 95814.

Three colored computer images on
one map sheet show what the topography of California looked like 5
millionyearsago,
whatthetopography looks like today, and what it
may look like 5 million years in the
future. The computer images are
oblique views generated from modcling software of digitized terrain
data. Relief is enhanced by vertical
exaggeration. This map is designed
for wall display and emphasizes the
rapidly changing, tectonic development of California.

energy.

Hot

springs, geysers, geothermal wens,
and geothermal
power
plants
throughout
Nevada are shown,
Industrial, aquacultural,
and heat
leaching uses of geothermal energy
are described,
• • .

sculptures.

The map is a greatly expanded
tionofdivisionmapGl-l.Thescale
is 1:40,000 meters,

of geothermal

Atlas of geothermal
resources in
the European comm_ity,
Austria and switzerland,
a publication of the Commission of the European Communities.
In English.
DM198. Available from Verlag Th.
Schafer GmbH, Postfach 5469, D3000 Hannover 1, Germany.

73rd Annual Report of the State
Oil and Gas Supervisor.
1987.
Free. Published by and available
from the Division of Oil and Gas,
1416 Ninth Street, Room 1310,
Sacramento,
California95814.
Statistical and verbal summaries of
1987 California geothermal
activities.

supplements
the Atlas of Subsurface Temperatures
in the European
Community, published in 1980.

The environmental

documentation

process and wellpad engineering
practices used atThe Geysers Geothermal field are the topics of a
videotape available from the Division of Oil and Gas. The videotape
is about 13 minutes long and was
taped on location at The Geysers
Geothermal

field,

The videotape,
tiffed "Before the
Drilling Begins," may be purchased
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ing and editing are by John Foss,
Storyboard
Productions.
For furtherinformationor
to Order, contact

Contact Susan Hodgson for further
details at (916) 323-2731.

Thomas Flynn; Division Of Earth
Sciences, 255 Bell Street, Suite 200,
Reno, Nevada 89503. Phone: (702)
784-6151.

New Geothermal

videotapes

are

available from the Division of Earth
Sciences, University of Nevada, Las
Vegas.
Both are written and directed byThomas Flynn. Videotap-

Nevada's
minutes,

Geothermal Resources,
$40.00, I/2"VHS,

The videotape
natural

and modem

tropical

fish.

Liquid wastes
from the aquatic
animals was used as fertilizer for
raisingvegetables
and fruits. Serge
Birk, president of the company, called
the undertaking an integrated prototype aquacultural
facility.
...........

lines for geothermal fluid chemical
sampling and analyses. I'm writing
it," said Mr. Ellis, "alongwithAnn E.
Behl and Donald E. Michels. Other
topics for the series will include
power-cydeselection,
environmental
issues, and reservoir risk assessment. All publications
will be targeted to aspects of geothermal Utilization and prepared for utility per-

Forecasts of annual capacities of
the supply of electricity likely to
be available from Qualifying Facilities -- revised forecasts based
on Delphi gas price projections.
No. 87-ER-7.
By the California
Energy Commission.
1988. Free.
AvaflablefromtheCEC,
1516Ninth
St., MS'21, Sacramentol CA95814.

they use is not satisfactory,
they
purchase different coal. With geothermal development,
if reservoir
difficulties arise, the power plant
may have to close,

Information Center, opened recently
in Washington, D.C. The U.S. Geological Survey and the Bureau of
Mines jointly operate the center in
the Main Interior Building,
18th
and E Street Entrance, 2600 Corri-

'The U. S. Department
of Energy
has catalogued and compiled geothermal technology developments

dor, Washington,

from the late 1970's through 1983.
Since that time, a great deal of development has occurred, but the

experts, who offer a variety of raineral-related information and publications. Statistics on mineral pro-

Series Begun by EPRI
'Thirteen documents
are planned
for the Electric Power Research Institute's Geothermal Information Seties," said Peter Ellis ofRadian Cor-

information is not in one place," Mr.
Ellis concluded. "We hope to bring
everything together."

duction and use are available
every country in the world.

Vasel Roberts of EPRI said that cop-

Two computer
databases
in the
center have information on mineral

poration. Radian is the general contractor for the effort, andMr. Ellisis

ies of the reports will be distributed
to member utilities and placed in

occurrences and mining Operations.
They are the Bureau ofMines "PC/

the project manager.

EPRI's research report center. Here,
they may be purchased,

ADIT Mineral Deposit Database _'and
the U.S. Geological Survey "Re-

Geothermal
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Information

covers the geology,

history,

and

USGS and BLM Expand
Outreach

!
i

Videos

Two new geothermal

prawns

'Thevolumes
are designed so that a
utility engineer familiar with conventional fossil-fuel plants can pick
themup and leam how geothermal
projects differ from fossil-fuel projects. For example, people running a
coal-fired plant never worry about
reservoir development.
If the coal

back $9.25, microfiche $5.50.
2
over-sized sheets.
Available from
the USGS Books and Open-File
Reports Section, Federal Center, Box
25425, Denver, Colorado 80225.

for $25 in 1/2" (VHS or Beta) formats.

The videotape covers the developmentofthecompanycalledWashoe
Aquaculture
Limited,
Gourmet
Prawnz Inc. (see June 1988 GeothermaIHot Line). At this company,
artesian geothermalwaterwas
used

to raise

sonnel.

VIDEOS
Before the Drilling Begins

13 minutes,

PUBLICATIONS

The atlas contains the geothermal
resources data available for the 12
European
Community
member
statesandAustriaandSwitzerland.
There are 400 maps and crosssections and a detailed text. Geology, reservoir data, and well informarion are included.
The atlas

Compilation
of geothermal-graclient data in the conterminous
United States, OF 87-0592. By M.
Nathenson and M. Guffanti. Paper-

WashoeAquaculture,

appli-

"First in the series is a set of guide-

DIVISIONOFOILANDGAS
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Public

Earth science information has become more accessible to the general
public, governmental agencies, and
the scientific and industrial
communities
with the new Minerals

The

center

D.C.

is staffed

source-Oriented
......

by mineral

Computer

for

System".
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III

Under Secretary
Lisa
andJason
prepared
toland.

heer_r_.
'ns

gncieFrankandAuntHe/enmetthem

b_Cord
out-

cut a platinum ribbon
open the center, which

attheairport,
4.000m,es
OUr energy

needs
form_,_ons
of
years
But.mostof
the heat istoo deep
touse

tou mean, the

eachishotinside:
• ' :

to officially
is now the

largest
earth-sclence
information
resource in the Washington,
D.C.

bel
.....
Enough
heat is in the earll_ to
SUpply

of the Interior Gjelde

area.
AS an additional note, the USGS plans
to expand its earth-science
informalion activities in Reston, San Fran-

t

Francisco,

CA 94109.

Phone (415)

l

United

States

geothermal

tech-

776-2211.

nology equipment and services
forworldwlde applications,
DOE/

AccordingtotheSierraCluhnewsletter, '_rhe factsheet outlines the
club's policy on the use of present
technology for the extraction and
conversion of energy from geother-

ID-10130.
1987. Free. Published
by and available from the Geothermal Technology Division CE-342,
U.S. DOE, I000 Independence Ave,
SW, Washington, D.C. 20585.

real fluid and steam reservoirs."

Uncle Frank,
_te

am Calistoga.

,_

cisco,

Salt

Denver,

Anchorage.

"in oil fields,

wot_rondo, C_
_'
pumped from
weNsover2milesdeeparealmostashotasboilingwateL"
,nd we flew over steaming

Lake
City, Los Angeles,
Menlo Park, Spokane, and

mour_[ains

the inside

Pve
beenthere
nhQny
Couldyoutell us
about
geothermal
.... gy?

GEOTHERMAL

inside
c
of this hardboiled

IN CALIFORNIA,

egg,"

_&,,_o

once Division, Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720.

must add sales tax). Make checks
payable to Pergamon Books. Available from Pergamon
Press, inc..
Maxwell House,
Fairview
Park,
Elmsford, New York 10523.

California
geothermal
leases report.
$5.00 plus $.05 per page.
Make check or money order payable

Geothermal
energy technology:
issues, R & D needs, and cooperative arrangements.
Prepared

The two-volume set contains
proceedingsofthe6thlnternational
Conference,
Beijing, People's

to DOI/Bureau

by the Committee on Geothermal
Energy Technology, Energy Enginearing Board, Commission on Engineering and Technical Systems,
National Research Council. 1987.
$5.00. Available from Ms. Carlita

public of China,

M. Perry, National Academy of
Sciences,
Energy
Engineering
Board, 2101 Constitution Ave., MH254, Washington, D.C. 20418.

and petrochemical
industries,
in
fossil and nuclear power stations,
and in aerospace and marine engineerlng areas. Many new applicafions call for vessel operations under
extremes of high or low temperatures, high internal
or external
pressure,
and in severe environments.
These developments
have
caused much attention to be given
to the safety and reliability of pressure vessels, and remarkable progress has been made in vessel design materials,
fabrication,
and
inspection methods,
in the publication, special emphasis is given to

ForfurtherinformationontheWash-

'Z......_
!

_

summary

of the

formation

of Land Management.

Mining on public lands, changes
coming in 1989. Free. (A new fee
schedule is explained.)

i

lllustrated

....

production,
and uses ofgeothermalresources
in California.
Prepared
for 4th- to 9th gradors, but a useful overview for adults.

Both publications
are published by
and available from the BLM, Federal
Office Building, 2800 Cottage Way,
Sacramento, CA95825, Attn: Public
Room. Phone (916) 978:4754.

In 1988, the publication
was awarded the
Second Place prize for 'Wv'riting" by the Callfornia State Information
Officers Council.
:

awayaches
andpains."

_

_-

"somecooled,geothermal
water Is also called mineral
water,"Aunt
Helensaid.'lhe
calsandminerals
inmineral
thoseinthewater

=_

_=

"People cooked
in Ihe hot
springs, leO, lnsomecountrles,
they_e collected minerals like
boron and sulphur from hot

_

_" _ ___ km
_
....
_,
,

,_:"

-

enough
:_:_E

for

all

the

tourists

So, wells were
h more hot water,

>madetoholdit."

i

A new, full-color

booldet

of the USGS.

offers

Many

an

i

overview

earth

:

science issues are discussed, especiaUy the current USGS activities.

7"

Sierra Club policy on geothermal
energy.
Twenty-five cents.
Available
from
the
Sierra
Club, Public
Affairs Dept., 730 Polk Street, San

Re1988.

In recent years, the technology of
pressure
vessels and of pressurized components has changed. More
vessels are in use in the chemical

practical

applications

for pressure

for heating soil in cold
clJmotes'

endforme!ling
......

who

drilled
to
and pools

d

B
..... _,_t_o_
_de_o_k,

.
'Several
businesses in town bottle
and sell mineral water," said Uncle

Frank.

!!
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U.S. Geological Survey, earth solonce in the public service.
Free.
Published by and available from the
USGS, Books and Open-File Reports,
Federal Center, Box 25425, Denver,
Colorado 80225,

The report, prepared by the Cammittee on Geothermal Energy Technology, addresses major issues in
geothermal
energy
technology,
makes recommendations
for research
and development,
and
considers
cooperative
arrangements among government, Industry, and universities to facilitate R
& D activities,

September

the

Geothermal Innovative technologies catalog, DOE/SF/16299-HI.
1988. Paper $16.95, microfiche

vessels and their components
and
to recent R & D activities by prominent specialists.
The publication
should be ofinterestto
process and

$5.95. Published by and available
from the NTIS, U.S. Dept. of Cammarco, Springfield, Virginia 22161.

chemical
engineers,
mechanical
engineers, materials scientists and
technologists,
nuclear
engineers,

125 years ago," said Uncle

theyreturned
tothecar,
"people in Calistoga a dverl[sed the
hotsprings
andbuilt
healthresorts.
Soon,
thehotspnngs
weren't
large

,p,_T, _

_ _:)(:_,:._'-[

:

-:-- .....

airplane,they/iketobathein
_t.too.'
_
_,

Frank, as

_

'Howelseisgeothermal
waterused.Uncle
Frank?" asked Jason,
Forheating
buildings
andforheating
businesses
like
hO_ISOS
llke ours,
greenhouses and fooddwing
plants,

everyday,
Some
people
think that mineral water iS
especially healthful Not only
do people like to drink rainoral water, as you did on the

"About

?:_

Ed-

ington, D.C. center, contact Jane
Jenness
(USGS) at (202) 343-5512
or Linda Carrico (BLM) at (202) 3435520.

_

"Below
thecrust
isthewhite
ofthe
egg.the
pod ofthe
earthwe
thick,
the dist
....
bet 1,800
....
San
themantle.
Itisabout
miles
F,ano_
.....
Chicago,
the
mantle
ends
adboat
ha/fway
tothe
o_nteroftheeo,h."

copy,
Published
by and available
from the
Division of Oil and Gas, 1416 9th St., Room
1310, Sacramento,
California
95814.

:k

technology.

by Susan

F. Hodgson.
lllustratedbyJimSpriggs.
1988.
No charge when distributed
to students.
Free
classroom
sets available.
For nonstudent
distribution:
up to 50 copies free; then, $1 per

= _

vessel

ited by Liu Cengdian and Roy W.
Nichols. 1,750 pages, 500 illustrations.
$350 (New York residents

_from the stove•

HoveyoueverbeentolheGeysers
Geotherrnalfield?

springsthatdriedup."

Pressure
LBL geothermal
program, list o_
publications.
Free. Publtshedby
and available from the Earth Sol-

GEOTHERMAL
HOTLINE

plant

designers,

and safety

officers.
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'ii
in 1976). It Includes
Proceedings
of the technical
review on advances in geothermal
reservoir
technology
- research
in progress, LBL-25635. Edited by
Marcelo Lippmann.
1988. $16.95.
Published byand available from the
NTIS, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 5285
Port Royal Rd., Springfield,
VA
2216 i.

a full account

of Mount St. Helens" latest activity
and an up-to-date,
complete pieture of other fire mountains in the
Cascade Range and other parts of
the west. It surveys all the west's
volcanic centers viewed as potential
danger spots and offers abiography
of each of the major Cascade volcanoes, as well as those in California's
Mono-Mammoth Lake area (all good
geothermal areas),

Proceedings
of a workshop
on
development
of mineral, energy,
and water resources
and mitlgation of geologic hazards in Cen-

The book incorporates the wealth of
new material on volcanoes published
since the Mount St, Helens eruption. Concentrating
on the individ-

traIAmerlea, USGS Circular CI006.
Edited by R,D, Krushensky,
et at.

ual mountains--from
Long Valley
and Mammoth Mou_italn in Calffor-

1987. 272 p. Free. In English and
Spanish.
Published by and available from the USGS Books and OpenFile Reports, Federal Center, Box

nia to Garibaldi in British Columbin--the book also includes discussions of specific hazards involved
whenvolcanoes
erupt. Many geolo-

25425,

gists prominent in geothermal research are cited. The illustrations
and photos are done extremelywell,

Denver,

Colorado

80225.

A two-page
geothermal
resource
assessment
for Central America by
W.A. Dullleld is included in this
publication,

Volcanic hazards at Motmt Shasta,
California, (no publication
code).
By D.R. Crandell and D. R. Nichols.
Free. Published by and available
from the USGS, Books and OpenFile Reports Section, Federal Center, Box 25425, Denver, Colorado
80025.

Fire mountains
of the west: the
Cascade and Mono Lake volcanoes,
By Stephen L. Harris. 1988. $15.95,
379 pages, paperback.
Published
byand available from the Mountain
Press Publishing Company, P.O. Box
2399, Missoula, Montana 598069987. Phone (800)234-5308.
This exceUent newbook, written for
the general reader, is a complete
revision of Fire and Ice (published

An additional item that's fun to read,
and free, is the Mountain
Press
publication
list.
This company
publishes
the Roadside
Geology
Guides to Alaska, Wyoming, New
Mexico, Vermont, New Hampshire,
NewYork, Virginia, Montana, Washington, Oregon, Northern California, Arizona, Colorado, and Rocky
Mountain National Park.
It also
publishes
many other books on
geology, western history, and nature: truly a unique selection,

Thegeologyandremarkablethermal activity of Norrla Geyser Basin,
Yellowstone
National Park, Wyoruing, Professional Paper 1456, by
D.E. White, R.A. Hutchinson,
and
T.E.C. Keith. 1988. 84 p. $9.50.
Publishedbyandavailablefromthe
USGS, Books and Open-File Reports, Federal Center, Box 25425,
Denver, Colorado 80225.
Norris Geyser Basin is adjacent

to

the north

rim of the Yellowstone

Caldera, one of the largest volcanic
features of its type in the world,
Hydrothermal activity may have been
continuous there for >I00,000 years
before present. Norris Basin includes
the highest erupting geyser of recent record, many acid geysers,
extreme contrasts in thermalwater
types, colors of organisms and in0rgarlic precipitates, frequent changes
in activity and chemistry, and very
high subsurface
temperatures
(>
240°C).

i

i

i_

i
I
i
_
I
i
__
I
i

The journal will publish scientific
work concerned with all aspects of
the earth sciences in the South
American continent
and the surrounding oceans. Works will also be

the publication. Lists of core deposits and mining operations throughout the state are included,

information
is from a Bulletin artlcletitled"Direct-Use
Development
in the United States", by Paul Lienau.
The Oregon Institute

accepted from the adjacent regions
of the Caribbean
Central America,
and the Antarctic Peninsula.

Low-Temperature
Compiled

Research papers wlll be featured
that deal with the regional geology
of South American
cratons and
mobile belts; economic
geology,
particularly
metallogenesis
and

Two interesting publications on lowtemperature
geothermal
developmentintheU.S,
havejustbeendistributed by the Geo-Heat Center,
Oregon Institute of Technology. Both

Development

of Technology

found 44 states to have substantial
low-temperature
geothermal developments, representing an estimated
annual energy utilization
of over
18,000 billion Btu/y.
• Wyoming uses low-temperature
geothermalenergythemost.
Ituses
ten times more than the next two

The pubfication is advertised by the
USGS to be of "Special Interest",

I
_

hydrocarbon
genesis; stratigraphy,
structure,
and basin
evolution;

are free of charge,

and it is.

I
:I

geophysics and geochemistry;
volcanology; and tectonics and Qua-

One, tiffed Geothermal
Direct-Use
Developments in the United States,

i
i
!
ii

ternary geology. Short notes, discussions, book reviews, conferences,
and workshop reports will also be
included,

is the more extensive. Written by P. centralWyoming.
However, fluctuLienau, G. Culver. and J. Lund. it atingoilprices
mayimpact this use.
includes
descriptions
of
a11
GeothermalDirectHeatUse in the UnitedStates.
direct-use sites

Re_seaux Chaleur:
The internetional magazine on heat networks
and geothermal energy. Published
quarterly. Each articie includes an
abstract in English. One-year subscriptions are FFr 380. Make checks
'
payable toSFDDReseauxChaleur,
AvallablefromSFDD,
BP20,78611
Le PerrayenYvelines
- France.

_

The magazine Is published by the
French
Energy Agency (Agence
Fran_aise pour la Maitrise DeL'energie), the heat networks and geothermal energy service. The articles
focus on heat networks,
urban
heating systems, and geothermal
energy.

_

Worldwide news is included,

as well

as conferences, regulations,
large bibliography,

and a

Journal of South American
earth
sciences, including Central Artierlea, the Caribbean, and the Antarctic Peninsula.
Edited by N.J.
Snelling and C.E. Macellari. 1988,

',
_

_
i
,

_
--

vol. 1. Price to be announced,
Published
by and available from
Pergamon
Press, Fairvtew Park,
Elmsford, New York 10523.

In the United
States, an esNevada geology.
Quarterly newsletter of the Nevada Bureau of Mines
and Geology. Free. Published by
and available
from the Nevada
Bureau
of Mines and Geology,
MackaySchoolofMines,
University
of Nevada - Reno, Reno, Nevada
89557-0088.

say
called
"State of Direct-Use
Development",
and many selected
references.

This new, attractive publicatlonwlll
be used to disseminate
news of the
aetivittesandpublicationsofNBMG
and other organizations
and individuals
concerned
with Nevada
geology and mineral resources,

publication
is
the
center's
summer 1988
issue
of the
Geo-Heat Center Quarterly
Bulletin.
The
issue includes

The

second

largestuser-statesofCalifomiaand
Nevada, due to its enhanced

state

AK
AR
AZ
CO
CA
VL
HI
GA
Io
IL
IN
KY

recovery operations
(9,500 x 109
Btu/y) from the Wflliston Basin in

user

S,G,P
HP,S,P
A,HP,
ZS
A,DH,P,S,i,G
A,P,S,DH,G,HP
HP
IHP,S,P
A,DH,S,P,_
HP
HP
HP

MDLA
MNMI
MO
MTNc
ND
NJ
NM
NV
Nv

HPHp
HPHp
HP
HpG'DH'S'PJ'A
HP
HP

oH

He

G,DH,S,P
I,P,S,DH,A,HP

HP,
S

The Nevada mineral industry
-1987. Publication MI- 1987. $5.00
in person or $5.50 by marl. Make
checks payable to "UNR Board of
Regents". Published by and available from the Nevada Bureau of
Mines and Geology, Univ. of Nevada-Reno,
Reno, Nevada 89557-

many articles,
figures,
and
diagrams with
data on where
and how lowtemperature
geothermal
resources
are

OR
I,S,DH,P,G,HP
scPA
HpHP
SD
V,HP,
DH,S,O,I
UT
G,HP,P,A,S
TX
HP,
P,S,6,A
VA
HP,
S,P
WA
HP,P
wi
HP
wv
I,P,A,G,S
AL,DEIA,KS
He

0088.

being
oped.

MA,MS
NB,OKTN

Mining, oil, and geothermal activities in Nevada are summarized
In

devel-

oil

Res0,rce
Temp.
Range
(0r)
109-m
63-139
62140
61-300
52-175
72-75
347
67-88
9_200
54
55
59
6957
4547
57
70-18163
42
55

115-245
87-270

46-125
53

60-235
6751
47-158
60-230
67-126
59-104
55-128
46
47-2(_
5569

C,paeity

A.,,alE.er_Y

(xl06
Blu/h)

(xWB/u/y)

77
lo

69
314
66
840
N/A
26
163
101
191
8_
9047
13536
84
9230
19
23
23
201

17
130

51
73
233
1,I07
393
8no
N/A
25
536
177
335
_55
7982
35595
47
12680
51
41
115
916

48
227

132
6169
45
214
159
37
23
720
5,748
ll4

331
12254
131
704
148
66
47
189
10,129
165

5,862

18,270

a.--S = space heating & domestic hot water; DH = district heating; HP : heat pump; G = green-

The

fol/owing

8ou_es;
I = industrial;
A : aquaculture;
P = pooh,

!
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- Two firms in Nevada use geothermal fluids to enhance
heap leaching
operations
to extract precious
metals.
• Florida, with over 20.000
users,
accounts
lbr the greatest
number
of
heat pump
installations,
followed
by Michigan
and Indiana.
. Aquaculture
projects
Creek
Hatchery
near
Lakes,
Breeders
are the
sites.
culture
catfish,

at the Hot
Mammoth

California,
and
the Fish
of Idaho, in Buhl. Idaho,
largest
aquaculture
user
However.
significant
aquafacilities
for raising telapla,
and large mouth bass have

Energy Program
between
Septemher 1984 and February
1988.
The program was sponsored
by the
U.S. Department
of Energy and the
New Mexico Research
and Development
Institute,
administered
by
NMRDI, and conducted
by professional staffmembers
at New Mexico
State University and Lightning
Geothermal.
Inc.

Dock

by the New Mexico Research
and
DevelopmentInstitute(NMRDI)
and
NMSU, the facility w_s built to stimulate geothermal
greenhouse
development
in New Mexico.
Two 6,000-square-foot
greenhouses
were built in late 1985 and early
1986 on the eastern
side of the
NMSU
campus
near
Tortugas
Mountain.
The greenhouses
roof
andwallsurfacesaredouble-glazed

The report extends
the knowledge
of the geothenllal
energy resource
base with a potential
for commercial applications
in southern
New
Mexico.
"l-he report is divided into
four chapters:

with four dfflerent
Itlm materials,
One greenhouse
is cooled using a
traditional
fan and
pad cooling
system, and the other is cooled with
a high-pressure
fog system
and
natural ventilation
through
roof and

been
developed
near Gila Bend,
Arizona.
A large facility
will be
developed to raise sturgeon at Brooks

• Geologic, Geohydmlogic,
mal Settings
of Southern

side vents.
The facility has been
heated
geothermally
since December 18, 1986.

Warm

ico Geothermal

Springs,

Montana.

and TherNew Mex-

Resources:

The

, Troy-Hygro
greenhouses
at
Newcastle,
Utah, wfll be the largest

• New Mexico State
thermal Exploratory

greenhouse
energy
user when the
28-acre
facility is completed.
Burgett Floral at Animas,
New Mexico.
has developed
a facility of about 13
acres.
The state with the largest
greenhouse
total is Idaho. with 14
sites in operation.

• Temperature,
Water Chemistry,
and Lithologieal
Data for the Lightning Dock Known Geothermal
Resources
Area. Animas
Valley, New
Mexico; and

To order the publications,
Geo-Heat
Center.
Oregon
of Technology,
gon 97601.

Klamath

write the
Institute
Falls.

Mexico

statewide

Ore-

geother-

real energy program.
Edited by L.
[cermml and S.I{. Parker.
230 pages.
Free, NewMexico
residents:
$10.50
aUothers,
payahle
to the University
of New Mexico.
Available from the
NMRDI Communications
Office. 457
Washington
S.E., Suite M. Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108.
Phone
(505) 277-3661.
The

publication

summarmes

the

results of geothermal
energy resource
assessment
work conducted
by the
New Mexico Statewide
Geothermal
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Geo-

. Preliminary
Geothermal
Resource
Assessment
of the Orogrande,
New
Mexico area.

geothermal

greenhouse

and

construction

of

the

planters.
Results from the tenants'
pflot-scale
studies
in the NMSU greenhouse
facilitywere
applied to two eommercial greenhouse
ranges
that were
built In southern New Mexico. During
the fall of 1986, Flores de New Mexico
began building
a 10-acre
commer_
-_
'_

heat-

ing system consists
of the geothermal production
system,
the heat
exchanger,
the heat delivery system. a disposal
pond.
and a gasfired emergency
backup
heater,
Geothermal
fluids are pumped
from
wells producing
water at temperatures ranging
from 141OF to 148°F.
Water
from the geothermal
wells
enters
a plate-and-frame
heat exchanger.
Heat transferred
to fresh
water circulating
through
the heat
exchanger
is pumped
in a closed
loop to the greenhouses,
where it is
delivered
to the greenhouse
space

Design
New

University
Well;

for later evaluation,
and display the
current
temperature
on screen.
Twelve temperatures
are monitored
constantly:
six greenhouse
air
temperatures
(three in each bay) at
plantlevel,
outside air temperature,
water temperature
at the inlet and
outlet of each of the two heaters,
and soil temperature
in one of the

with

four

overhead

fan-cofi

,

These two 6,000-square-foot_ geothermally-heated
greenhouse research facilities on
the New Mexico State University campus have been used by commercfal growers for
performance monitoring. Photo courtesy of NMRDI.
cial tenants
in 1986.
In mid-June
1986, Flores de New Mexico, Inc.
leased
the southernmost
greenhouse,
and
during
the summer

A telephone
line installed
in both
greenhouses
allowed for the remote
sensing
of temperatures
and power
use, and for automatic waming when

eial range
In Las Cruces,
and, in
December
1986, Alex R. Masson,
Inc. began construction
on a new
four-acre
geothermally-heated
and
fog-cooled
greenhouse
range
in
Radium
Springs.
The geothermal
greenhouse
research
facility allowed
these clients
to evaluate
the heat-

produced
several hundred
thousand
potted
miniature
carnations
from
cutIIngs.
Alex I_ Masson, Inc. leased
the other
greenhouse
in August

an emergency
condition
arises.
A
data acquisition
system Installed
to
sample
temperatures
was
programmed
to take temperature
read-

ing, cooling, ventilation,
and control
technologies
Involved, and provided
experience
with the southern
New
Mexico climate and growing condi-

1986, growing more than 50 different varieties
of chrysanthemums,
The institute
maintained
and moni-

ings once every 20 seconds,
average these temperature
readings over
6 minutes,
store the 6-Irdnute
aver-

tions.

tored
the
tenants.

ages once per day on magnetic

greenhouses

CALIFORNIA

for

these

tape

WELLS

unit

NMSU
geothermally-heated
greenhouse
research
facility,

heaters.

Division

NMRDI Report No. 2-72-4214.
By
Rudi Schoenmacker.
44 pages. New
Mexico residents,
free: nom'esidents,
$3.35. Available from the New Mexico
Research
and Development
Institute. Cormnunications
Office. 457
Washington.
SE, Suite M. Albuquerque. New Mexico 87108.

Geothermal
fluids from either of two
production
wells can be utilized by
the system,
effectively
giving the
greenhouses
a geothermal
backup
as well as the gas-fired
water heater
backup.
This propane
system was
used exclusively
until the greenhouses
were switched
over to the
geothermal
system
in December
1986, and has only been used twice
for short periods since then.

A computer-generated
file of geothermal
production
and injection
statistics
for wells
inspection
is available
from the Division of Oil and Gas. All data are in metric units.
at cost from the Division of Oil and Gas in Sacramento.

The report
construction,

describes
the design,
and performance
of

the New Mexico State
University
(NMSU) Geothermal
Greenhouse
Research
Facility.
Funded
jointly

Well Data Available

DriUing

Date Notice
Received
_

for Geothermal
Wells Approved
by the Division
of O11 and

Operator
and
Well Name & No.

API
Number

March-December
Gas

Sec. T.R.

1988

Location

& Elevation

D I S T R I C T G1

The greenhouse
facility was leased
as incubator
space to two commer-

DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS

Permits

and records open to public
The file may be purchased

NONE

GEOTHERMAL HOT LINE
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Date Notice
Received

Operator and
Well Name & No.

API
1_lumber

Sec. T.R.

Location

_
_.

& Elevation

D I S T R I C T G2

_

Imverial Coun _ty

Date Notice
Received

Operator and
Well Name & No.

11/1/88

-

"River Ranch"

3/28/88

22

025-90848

5 12S 13E

_
!
_!

Fr SW eor 56m N.
106m E, el -66m gr

12/1/88
5/11/88

RED HILL GEOTHERMAL, INC.
"River Ranch" 7

5

Sec. T.R.

025-90888

25 11S 13E

Fr SE cor 41m N,
247m W, el -69m gr

88-1

025-90887

20 10S 14E

Fr SW cor 762m N,
1463m E, el 24m gr

RED HILL GEOTHERMAL, INC.
"River Ranch" 6

025-90889

25 11S 13E

Fr SE cor 320m N,
53m W, el -69m gr

025-90890

25 11S 13E

Fr SE cor 737m N,
1282m W, el -69m gr

34 26S 12E

Fr
prop, W,
72mNES,cor136m
el 232m gr

_
025-90854

25 11S 13E

Fr SE eor 736m N.
154 Im W, el -69m gr

Location & Elevation

UNION OIL CO.
11/21/88

UNION OIL CO.
"Sinclair"

API
Number

_t

12/1/88

"River Ranch"

11

UNION OIL CO.
6/23/88

"Sinclair"

23

025-9085"9

5 12S 13E

Fr SW cor 56m N,
129m E, el -66m

RED HILL GEOTHERMAL.
7/25/88

"River Ranch"

i
gr

San Luis Obispo County

INC.
8

CITY OF PASO ROBLES
025-90863

25 11S 13E

Fr
SE cor
N, gr
1465m
W. 736m
el -69m

"Sinclair"

10

025-90871

5 12S 13E

Fr Ctr 1/4 cor Sec 5.
49m N, 110m E,
el -69m gr

"River Ranch"

2

025-90875

25 1 IS 13E

"River Ranch"

12

3

079-90002

_

DISTRICT

G3

025-90876

25 11S 13E

Lake CounW

Fr SE cor 736m

FMRP
gr

_

4/1/88

"PDC" 2

033-90695

22 11N 8W

Fr SE cor 716m N,
481m W, el 856m kb

!!
-i

4/1/88

"Moody Unit" 2

033-90696

22 11N 8W

Fr SE cor 317m N,
173m W, el 778m kb

4/18/88

"PDC" 3

033-90697

22 11N 8W

Fr SE cor 716m N,
489m W, el 856m kb

4/18/88

"Moody Unit" 3

033-90698

22 11N 8W

Fr SE cor 311m N,
168m W, el 778m kb

033-90702

27 11N 8W

Fr NW eor 233m S,
283m E, el 964m kb

033-90706

22 11N 8W

Fr SE cor 306m N,
163m W, el 779m kb

N,

122 lm W,- el -68m

gr

9/23/88

ENGLER, WILLIAM E.
"Niland" 2

025-90877

1 9S 12E

Fr SW cor 550m N.
289m E, el -30m gr

10/4/88

UNION OIL CO.
"lID" 7

025-90880

5 12S 13E

Fr SW cor 937m N.
140m E, el -70m kb

BARTLETT, FRED F.
10/19/88
"Imperial" 1

i
i

Fr SE cor 738m N.
152m W. el -68m

9/19/88

'_I'esthole"

:

RED HILL GEOTHERMAL. INC.
9/19/88

4/20/88
!
!

UNION OIL CO.
8/22/88

i

5/18/88
025-90881

1 9S 12E

UNION OIL CO.
'el'ocher" 4

Fr SW cot 555m N,
231m E. el -30m gr
FMRP

11/1/88

RED HILL GEOTHERMAL, INC.
"River Ranch" 4

8/7/88
025-90885

25 11S 13E

"Moody Unit" 4

Fr SE cor 42m N.
287m W, el -69m gr
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Date Notice
Received

Operator and
Well Name & No,

API
Numb_

See. _

Location & Elevation

,

....
DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS

i

GEOTHERMAL

i

OFFICES

AND

,

,,,

MAPS

I

Nape Coun hr

i
i

055-90121

i
!
i
i
!

FUR]3ERG, AL
11/16/88

"ViewRoad"

33

36

9N 7W

Fr NE cor 725m S,
170m E, el 110m gr

Sonoma Court _ht

OFFICES
Headquarters
& District GI:

Phone (916) 323-1788
0 REG ON

;

District G2:

UNION OIL CO.
7/22/88

8/16/88

"Angeli" 4

097-90793

GEOTHERMAL ENERGY PARTNERS, LTD.
"Aidlin" 6
097-90795

2011N

8W

Fr
NE W,
cor el579m
305m
977m S, kb

=
S.AST_
(r

4 11N 9W

Fr SE cot 1106m N,

_
,1

W, el 392m

kb

.-,.,

i

_l

i

__ __

_-_"_-_

097-90796

32 12N 9W

Fr SE W,
cot el45m
N. kb
180m
617m

,,o

_'_ENN_

"J_

GEO OPERATOR CORP.
11/3/88

"Prati" 41

El Centro 92243
Phone (619) 353-9900

Gt-2
.

District G3:

_

_-_

3512N

9W

Fr SE cor 670m N,
832m W, el 724m kb

...... _]

BUTTE_.

u7

_ The
,_
.¢_

Santa Rosa 95404
Phone (707) 576-2385

L_ Wendal

"_k_HoneyLakeValley

Area

MAPS
(All maps are $3.00 each)
MAP NO,
FIELDORAREA MAPSCALE
G1-1
Case_ablo
1:20,000
G1-2
LakeCity 1;20,000
G1-3 _Litchfield,WendeLSusanville 1:40,000

The GeysersArea GW-

097-90798

50 D St.. Room 300

/_
Susa.vme
_Litchfield

TE"AMAI"_" _'_'_.

_/_
"Aldlin" 8

485 Broadway
Suite B

City

1428m
8/16/88

1416 Ninth St., Room 1310
Sacramento 95814

))/)

G2-2G2"I
__.Salton-Salton
seaSea
(South)(N°rth)
1:20,0001:20'000
G2-3
G2-4
Brawley
Heber 1:20,000
1:20,000

_X,

Caliste

G2-5

Sant

EastMesa

G2-S
"_

_'

.¢/

i

)

1:20,000

Mesquite 1:20,000

G3-t
G3-2
GW-I__

The Geysers
Calistoga
The GeysersArea

1:20,000
1;12,500
1:62,500

"_,

O

"
SANBENNARDINO%%

°

\

G2

:

""

\

Jg
:

_

,

I
)

_

\ _.j-q--G2-1
_-t,_"--G2-2

Ei Centroe_j , ri].__..G2_5 EastMesa
E '/'- t C 0
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Salton Sea (North]
Salton Sea (South)
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1988 INDEX

III

m

i

Volume 18, Nos. 1 (pages I through 52)and 2 (pages 53 through 111)
a

f

Aidlin Project 10, 63
Ahuachapan
26

Fiber-optic

Alberta Plains 78
Amedee
Amedee Hot
PowerSprings
Plant

15
61

_
i
l

sensors

89

J,
!
,

g

B.C. McCahe Power Plant 19
Bear Canyon Creek Power Plant

Gourmet Prawnz Inc.
(_reat Britain 79

62

Beppu Geothermal field 81
BLM environmental
plan 36
BLM geothermal energy summary

29
11

i
i

Canadian

Energy Assn.

96

CEC grants and loans 32, 92
CEC power plant jurisdiction
34
Central American Electrical Interconnection
Coldwater Creek Geothermal Power Plant

i

Conferences
40, 96
Coso Geothermal Power Development
Costa Rican geothermal development
Courses 40
Crater Lake 36, 94

geothermal

development

Heber Binary Demonstration
Power Plant
Honey Lake Power Facility 61
Hot dry rock in Cornwall 79

Industry

vents

88

Del Ranch Power Plant 66
Dept. of Energy, U.S. 35, 91
Dept. of Water Resources, Ca. 63
Div. of Oil and Gas, Ca.
Geothermal Section 53, 55

Thermal Power Company
Truitt, Glen 9

1

11

Ormesa
Ormesa

I 66
IE 66

U

Ormesa

II 19

UNITAR/UNDP
Unocal 64

38

Petroleum violation escrow funds
PG&E 63
Power line 68
Publications
43, 99
Ptma Joint Venture 74

92

V
Valles Caldera hydrothermal
Videos 46, 98
Vulcan Power Plant 66

system

87

:
81
review panel

28

r

J
J.J. Elmore Power Plant

66

27

Well data 46, 105
Wells 47, 105
West Ford Flat Power Plant

62

E

I

Legislation,

w

Reservoir development, The Geysers
Rock bits tested at The Geysers 28

!

Latin America 76
Leathers Power Plant
e

field

p

67

d
Deep-sea

Geothermal

USGS Nevada office 38

i
IGA 95
Indonesia

21, 72

t
The Geysers

24, 72, 74

10

16, 19, 71
26

22, 24

Power Plant

O

,

Hawaiian

77

Stillwater Geothermal I 72
St. Lucia 25
Steamboat, NV Hydrothermal
Steam prices 64
Steam ruling upheld 32

69

h
Geothermal

Medicine Lake Highlands
86
Mono County Update ]2, 62

I
I

i

c

Salton Sea Geothermal Project 65
San Diego Gas & Electric Co. 70
Significant Thermal Features
36
Solar box cookers 85
Southern California Edison 69, 70

14

Nevada PSC, Notice of Petition 32
New Mexican geothermal development
New Mexican publication
23
New Zealand 27

20

Greenhouse
effect 83, 84
GRI (GEO) grants options 32
GRI-Mission Energy partnership

37

Maassen, Bruce 1
Mammoth Geothermal Power Plant
Mammoth-Pacific
I/Project
12
Maps 51, 97
McCabe, B.C. 53

n

GEM I Power Plant 19, 67
Geopressured
development
Geothermal-Ag
Heat Center
Glass Mountain
60

b

s

federal

66

30, 93

ENEL 38
ETAP 92
TR02(3-89-OSP-22C)
i

l 10
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